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March 22, 2005, 3:00 PM
Lobo Room-Student Union 3037

('593

The University of New Mexico
AGENDA TOPICS

TYPE OF ITEMS/
PRESENTER($)

1. Approval of Agenda

Action

2. Acceptance of the February Summarized Minutes

Action

CONSENT AGENDA TOPICS
3. Forms C from the Curricula Committee

Action
Ed De Santis

AGENDA TOPICS
4. University Honors Council Modification of Charge

Action
Rosalie Otero

5. Scholarship Committee Modification of Charge

Action
Teddy Warner

6. Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics: Principles, Rules and Best Practices

Action
Fred Hashimoto

7. Library Committee Resolution on Funding

Action
Barry Kues

8. Revision of Faculty Handbook Section F70 Articulation

Information
Hugh Witemeyer

9. Report on Health Science Center Caucus

Discussion
Tom White and other
Faculty

10. Faculty Senate Budget Summit Document

Discussion
Ed De Santis

11 . New Business
12. Adjournment

NOTES:
1. All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
2. Full agenda packets are available at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/
3. All information pertaining to the Faculty Senate can be found at
http://www.unm.ed u/-facsen/
4. Questions should be directed to the Office of the Secretary, Scholes 101, 277-4664
5. Information found in agenda packets is in draft form only and may not be used for quotes
or dissemination of information until approved by the Faculty Senate.
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FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
(Right click on the links below and select 'Save target as' to save the form.
Left click on the link to open the form in a new browser window.)
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Revision of Major and Concentration in English , English
!Revis ion of S.S. of Nursing, Nursing

I

Revision of Major in M.S. of Nursing, Nursing
Revision of Major in PhD of Nursing, Nursing
Revision of Masters in Landscape Architecture , Architecture and Planning
Revision of Masters in German , Foreign Languages
Revision of M.A . in Lingu istics , Linguistics
Revision of Graduate Program in Sociology, Sociology
Revision of M.A . in Portuguese, Spanish and Portuguese
New Department in Teacher Education , Education
Revision of S.S. in Education , Education
Revision of Major in Secondary Education , Education
Revis ion of Majors in Education, Education
Revision of Post B.A . Licensure in Art Education , Education
Revision of M.A. in Art Education , Education
Revision of Concentration in Art Education , Education
Revision of Minor at Masters Level in Art Education, Education

I

Revision of B.S. and Major in Computer Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Revision of Concentration in Master of Music, Music
Revision of Masters in Public Health, Medicine
Revision of Concentration in Masters of Water Resources, University College
New Department of Diabetes Prevention , Gallup
New Certificate in Diabetes Prevention , Gallup
[New Degree of A.S. of Diabetes Prevention, Gallup

I

Revision of Degree and Major in Business Administration , Anderson Schools of Management

I

Revision of Minor in Undergraduate Management, Anderson Schools of Management

I

Revision of Post Masters Professional Certificate, Anderson Schools of Management
Revision of B.A. , Major, and Concentration in Journalism, Communication and Journalism
'Revision of B.S. and Major in Environmental Sciences, Earth and Planetary Sciences
Revision of Major in Organizational Learning , Education
New Concentration and Emphasis in M.A. Degree in Elementary and Secondary Education ,
Education
Revision of M.A. and Licensure in Elementary Education , Education
New Department and Revision of Teacher Education , Education
Revision of M.A. and Licensure in Secondary Education, Education
Revision of Majors in Elementary Education , Education

I

New Degree and Revision of Elementary Education, Education
Revision and Name Change if Concentration in Educational Thought and Sociocultural Studies ,
Education
Revision of Major in Physical Education, Education

I

Revision of B.S. in Athletic Training, Education

I
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IRevision of Major in Exercise Science, Education

0595

!Revision of B.A. and Major in Art Education , Education

INew Minor and Concentration in Educational Leadership, Education
!New Concentration and Revision of Educational Specialties, Education

IRevision of Ed. D. , Education
!New Concentration in American Indian Education, Education

IRevision of Degree and Major in Russian Studies, Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of Major in S.A. of Classical Studies, Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of Minor in S.A. of Classical Studies , Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of M.A. of French , Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of Major in German , Foreign Languages and Literature

IRevision of M.A. of German, Foreign Languages and Literature
Revision of Minor in M.A. in Comp. Literature and Cultural Studies. Foreign Languages and
Literature

I

Revision of Concentration in M.A. in Comp. Literature and Cultural Studies, Foreign Languages
and Literature

IRevision of M.A. in Comp. Literature and Cultural Studies, Foreign Languages and Literature
!Revision of Major in S.A. of Languages, Foreign Languages and Literature

I
I

Revision of S.A. of Russian , Foreign Languages and Literature
New Concentration in Ph.D. of Linguistics, Linguistics
Revision of Ph.D . of Linguistics, Linguistics

INew Concentration in M.A. of Native American Languages, Linguistics

I

I

Revision of Major in Master of Nursing, Nursing
Revision of Majors in Education , Education
New Concentration in M.S. of Physics and Revision of Department, Physics
New Concentration in Ph.D. of Physics and Revision of Department, Physics
[Revision of Ph .D. of Physics, Physics
Revision of M.A. in Spanish, Spanish and Portuguese
Revision of S.S. and Major in Astrophysics, Physics and Astronomy
Revision of Minor in Peace Studies, Sociology
Revision of Major Dance, Theatre and Dance
Revision of S.S. and Major in Nutrition Dietetics, Nutrition

I
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To: Scott Patrick sanders <ssanders@ n.. edu>

on l/24 2005

a: o4

AM -0 70 ('

5 97

From: jero.• e hall <j erome@unrn.edu>
To: Scott Patrick Sanders <ssanders@unm.edu>
cc: Elizabeth Barton <ebarton@unm.edu>
Sul:>j ct: Engl 101,102
Dat -sent: Monday, January 24, 2005 8:04 .~.M -0700

Scott,
A single Form C will work.

Please attach to it copies of pages from the UNM catalog
annotated to show the changes you're proposing.
jhall

--on Sunday, J'unu<lry 23, 2005 9: 4 PM -0700 Scott Patrick Sanders <ssanders@urun.edu>
wrote:

> I had thought the Form A route was the most expeditious way to go, but if
> a Form C wi 1 work as quick y, I'l re-fie with one of those with the
> phrase ''numbered above 102" strategically placed -- I• ll need a separate
> Form C for each of the degree progra s (meaning for each concentration,
> major or inor) -- right? Or maybe a single sentence · ust before the
> programs are -isted could state that En9_ish 01 and 102 may not be used
> to meet requirements in any English major an ·nor concentration. What do
> you think?

>
> As for the Assoc Provost position, you are on the list of those to whom I
> am sending the a~tached document tomorrow (you get yours tonight}, which
> abstracts from my application letter the reasons why I'm interested in
> the position.
>
> It had occurred to me that no one would come to the "open forum" since
> there's been no venue for explaining why the candidates would be
> interested. So I'm sending this to A&S Dept Chairs and others I know
> ( ike you) across UNM whom I thought might PC interested -- o at least
> curious nbout why I wou d apply, Wou d you forward ' t to anyone you
> think might be interested? Thanks ->

>
> --On Sunday, Jan u::-y 23, 2005 6:22 PM -0700 jerome hal
> w:r:ote:

<jero e@unm.edu>

>
>> Scott,
>>
>> I'm reviewing your two Form As, tor Sngl 101 and 102, that you submitted
>> on December 5. The purpose of these forms is to prevent any English
>> m~jor, English minor, or English-Phi osophy major from including Engl 0
>> and 102 as part of their courses satisfying the requirements for their
>> program.s.

>>
>> I have no disagreement with your i tent, b t
don't think that course
>> descriptions a~e the proper mechanism to do this. l'd suggest that the
>> preferred method to preclude Engl 101 or 102 in a major or minor is in
>> the description of the ajor or minor requirements.
Your English
>> department careful y does this for the English minor on p ge 177 of the
>> catalog, where i t states that the minor requires "18 hours of English
>> courses nu~hered above 102.'' I 1 d suggest that you utilize the expedited

>> form C process to introduce similar wording for the degree programs in
>> English and English-Phi osophy; E izabeth can route the ccquest to me for
>> a timely approval.
>>
>>

r

see that you're on the interview

~rinted for: jero~e hall

on

ist for an upper adrninistr.:ition

Tue, 25 Jan 2005 11:24:23

-01og
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To: Scott Patr~ck sanders <ssanders@unm.edu>

on

/24/2005 8:04 AM -070

>> position. I'. confident that you'd do a great job, but
>> unders and why you'd want the job.

»

>> jhall

>
>
>

> Scott P. Sanders
> Professor and Department Chair

> Department of English Language and Literature

> MSC 03 2170
> 1 University of New Mexico
> Albuqu rque, NM 8713

rinted for:

erome hall

on

ph:

505 277 6347

Tue, 25 Jan 2005

1:24:23 -070

can't
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FormC
English Department
Scott Sanders, Chair 277-6347

email ssanders@unm.edu

Request to clarifJ that English IO I and 102 may not be used to meet requirements i11 any English
major concentration.

2003/2005 Catalog page 177 under the headi11g
Major Study Requirements

Add in the sentence below after the sente.ncc that begins "There are several English major
concentrations .... " Text to add in follows below:

All English major concentrations require work in courses numbered abo e English l 02.
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Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing (BSN}
Overview of Program Change Request

The University of New Mexico College of Nursing has developed a new curriculum for the
baccalaureate degree in nursing. This new curriculum is designed to address the changing
health care needs of New Mexico based on national initiatives from the American Association of
Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and the Institute of Medicine (IOM) .
Overview and Implementation
Our new curriculum has three programs of study: a Four-Year Baccalaureate Program, an RNBSN Completion Program, and an Accelera1ed Program (See Programs of Study). The new
programs of study for the Four-Year Baccalaureate Program and the RN-BSN Completion
Program will replace currently existing programs of study.
• The Four-Year Baccalaureate is a "traditional" program of studies in which students are
admitted to the College of Nursing at the end of their fourth semester of study.
• The RN-BSN completion program allows RNs who have Associates' Degrees in nursing
to obtain a Baccalaureate degree through a combination of upper division study, credit
for their lower division Associate's level courses , and test-validated credit for their prior
nursing knowledge.
• The Accelerated Program is a new program of study that is based on the Four-Year
Baccalaureate program of study. The Accelerated program allows persons holding prior
baccalaureate degrees to complete a BS in nursing in 16 months of intensive study,
rather than the 24 month duration of the Four~Year Baccalaureate. A version of the
Ac-celerated program based on the current curriculum has run as a pilot since June of
2003; the experiences with the pilot have informed the design of this Accelerated
program of study.
All three programs of study are planned to begin with the Spring 06 semester and will gradually
be phased in over the following 2 years as the current curriculum is gradually phased out.
Students starting their Four-Year Baccalaureate Program prior to Spring 06 will complete the
current program of study with the last class of the current program of study graduating in Spring
07. As these students move through their program of study courses will be replaced by the
new curriculum courses for those students who start the Four-Year Baccalaureate Program or
the Accelerated Program in the Spring 06 semester. The proposed courses for the RN-BSN
Completion Program are also planned to start in Spring 06. Students who started their RNaBSN
Completion Program prior to Spring 06 will be able to use the new courses in place of courses
listed in their current program of study. The College of Nursing Student Advisement Office will
advise these students on what courses will substitute for courses needed in their current
program of study.
Faculty Workload and Budgetary Implications
College of Nursing faculty will transition from teaching the current courses into teaching the new
courses over the two-year implementation period. Reorganization of these three programs of
study to be more congruent in coursework will reduce the overall number of different courses
that need to be taught at the baccalaureate level. An increase in the complexity and credit load
of many of the courses and the need for increased faculty coordination across courses and
semesters in the new curriculum will balance this decrease in the overall number of different
courses; we anticipate no net change in faculty workload. For the same number of students
graduated, we anticipate no need to request funding beyond the current levels.

11/19/2004
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BSN Curriculum Overview

Overview of the BSN Curriculum
Curriculum Goals:
The goals of the baccalaureate in nursing program are to prepare graduates to meet the
complex health care needs of New Mexicans in an evolving health care environment and to
prepare graduates for advanced nursing education.

Objectives:
The graduates of the baccalaureate in nursing program will :
1. Engage in life-long learning to maximize high-quality nursing care through increased
understanding of human responses to health and illness.
2. Apply evidence-based practice in providing nursing care.
3. Provide culturally appropriate, patient-centered nursing care to individuals, fam ilies, and
communities.
4. Collaborate with interdisciplinary teams to improve the quality of health care.
5. Apply leadership principles in varied professional nursing practice roles .
6. Apply critical thinking in the development, implementation, and evaluation of standards
for professional nursing practice.
7. Incorporate appropriate technologic advances into high quality nursing care.

Description of Program:
The BSN program utilizes concepts to learn about health, illness, and professional nursing.
Content selected to illustrate the health, illness, and nursing concepts are based on incidence
and prevalence statistics as determined by national and New Mexico health infomiation for
population groups through the lifespan. Competency validation at each level is also an essential
component of the program.
Encompassing themes for the program include patient-centered care 1 communication, and
critical thinking and are evident in each course, The term patient is broadly defined to be an
individual, a family, or a community. Students work with patients in both inpatient and
community settings throughout the program. Core knowledge, core roles, professional attributes
and core clinical practice competencies are the threads in the BSN curriculum (See Curricular
Model and Definitions}.
The prerequisites for the BSN program provide a foundation for learning health, illness, and
nursing concepts and for professional nursing practice.

BSN CurriC\llum Overview

2

Program Content:
For e~~e of _description, the Four-Year Baccalaureate and the Accelerated programs of study
are d1v1ded into four levels that each has their own objectives (See Level Objectives). Each
level builds on the previous level.
Level 1: The focus of Level 1 is learning to participate in health care. Students are introduced
nursing skills and health assessment as well as nursing roles and values. Clinical experiences
for students include an introduction to both inpatient and community settings.
Level _2: The focus of Level 2 is planning and analyzing health care. Students are introduced to
nursing leadership strategies and research. Clinical experiences continue in both inpatient and
community settings.
Level 3: The focus of Level 3 is analysis of health care systems and professional nursing
practice. Students learn to evaluate practice environments and to perform a community
assessment. Clinical experiences are selected by the students who choose from clinical
intensive nursing courses in the areas of maternal-newborn care, care of children, gerontology,
mental health, nursing specialty focus, or high acuity patients.
Level 4: The focus of level 4 is synthesis and evaluation of professional nursing practice.
Students select another clinical experience from the clinical intensive areas listed in Level 3.
This is followed by a capstone clinical experience selected by the student.

Programs of Study:
There are three different programs of study in the BSN program. These are the Four-Year
Baccalaureate program, the RN-BSN Completion program and the Accelerated Program. All
three programs of study are based upon the program content described above though each
program of study has different pre-requisite criteria.
Four-Year Baccalaureate: The four-year baccalaureate program of study is a minimum of 128
credits. (See BSN Program of Study-Four-Year Baccalaureate Program)
RN-BSN Completion: This program of study is available for students with a valid RN license and
a previous Associate Degree in Nursing. These students must meet the UNM core curriculum
requirements but there exist a variety of options to meet the core requirements. In addition, if
these students successfully complete the NLN Mobility Profile II Exams, they receive 34 upper
division nursing credits which apply towards the total of 64 upper division credits required. Total
program of study is a minimum of 128 credits. (See BSN Program of Study - RN-BSN
Completion)
Accelerated: A 16-month accelerated program of study is available only for students who have a
previous bachelors' degree and at least 9 hours of human sciences credits. Core UNM
curriculum requirements and College of Nursing prerequisite courses are waived . These
students take only the upper division nursing courses which are the same in both the basic and
accelerated programs of study. Total program of study is a minimum of 57 credits. (See BSN
Program of Study-Accelerated Program)
11/19/2004
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BSN Program of Study
Four-Year Baccalaureate Program
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Writing and Speaking: Eng 101 & 102 (6cr)" ~ Ei~ tive (3crt•
......
Math: Stats 145-lntro to Probability & Stats (3crY""
Phy/Nat Science: Chem 111 L - General Chemistry (4crr, Bio 123 &
124L - Biology (4cr) ..6, Bio 239L - Microbiology (4crr"
Soc & behavioral sci: Electives (Ser)*• (It is strongly recommended
that students take Sociology or Anthropology or Psychology)
Humanities: Electives (6cr)""
2M Language: Non-English language course (3crY
Fine Arts: Elective (3cr)4"
utr 244 Human Nutrition (3cr)
Elective: (3cr)
- ·

•• ., v

A

·

"v"

.

,• '.
•

;.-.

N224 Application of Growth & Development to Health Care:(3cr)
N238 Pharmacology in Nursing and the Health Professlons(3cr)
N239 & 240 Human Physiologic Function & Ojscase I & II (8cr) ·
{11 already have Anatomy and Physiology - may take only \he Diseas·e
sections of course for 4 er)
·
·
· N290 Introduction to Profession.al Nursing (3cr) ..
Other College of Nursing Prerequisites May fulfill requirements in a variety of ways

Basic ursing Skills Valida ·on or N223L Nursing Skills {2cr)
Computer Skills Validation or N225 Electronic Literacy for Nursing
(1cr)

N311 L Nursing Skills and Assessment (Ser)
N351 Health and Illness Conce~ts I (3cr)
N391 Nursing Roles and Values (3cr)
N312L Core Nursing Practicum 1'(5cr)
332 Introduction to Nursing Research and Evidence-Based Practice
(3cr)
N352 Health and Illness Concepts II (3cr)
N392 Nursing Leadership Strategies {3cr)
N314L Core Nursing Prac ·cum II (6cr)

N431L Community Assessment (3cr)
N453 Health and Illness Concepts 111 (3cr)
: . ...
493 Analysis and Evaluation of Health Care Systems.{3cr) : ·: ~ -:;:·>:
N41XL Clinical Intensive I (4cr)

494 Reflective Nursing Prac ice Seminar (2cr)
Upper Division Electives (6cr)
Noto: N498 Honors Study in Nursing I (3cr) & N499 Honors
Study in Nursing II (3cr) may substitute for upper division
elective credit
N41XL Clinical Intensive Ill (4cr)
N419L Capstone Clinical (3ci)

11/18/2004

BSN Program of S udy
RN-to-BSN Completion Program

UNM Core Curriculum & CON
Lower Division Requirements
(66 er)

Writing and Speaking Eng 101 102 (Serr + Elec iv
Math: Stats 145 -Intro to Probability & Sat (3crt·
Phy/Nat Science: Chem 11 L- General Ch ms ry ( er) .. , B10 123
Biology (4crt•. Bio 239L - icrobiology (4crt ·
Soc & behavioral sci· Electives (6crt• (It ,s strongly rccomm nd d
take Sociology or Anthropology or P ychology)
Humanities: Electives (6cr)..
2na Ltmguago: on-En lish language cour (3cr)"
Fine Arts: Elective (3ct) 0

1

◄ L

ud

Unrestricted lower d1V1s1on electives (18 er)

College of Nursing
Prerequ~sites (4.cr)

Nurs 239 & 240 - Human

hys1olog1c Fun

II (Ser)

Note: A&P and Pathophys1ology from A
to the corresponding portions of 1239 &
~---,--c---------+.:.P.:.:.h==~- will ta e only the Disease s
quisite (0-1
Computer Skills Validation Qr N225 El

N340- Advancement of Profe

1onal u ing (3 er)
Note: This course is pre- or co-requ1s1te v h II o h r cour
completion program,

NO ADDITIONAL LEVELS
FOR RN-BSN STUDENTS
Some courses have
recommended prerequisites

in

RN B

N441 - Evidence Based Apphcat1on of H
er)
N442 - Nursing Leadership an H a th Po
m (3 er)
N447L - Family and Community He Ith Pract1ct.1m (4 er)
N431L - Community Asse
r)
.i
vi
(3cr)
N332 - Introduction to u
Graduate le el n
rch
(3
1f
N41XL - Clinical lnten
nar (
a 01ce of 2 out o 3 (6cf)
Illness Concep course
2, & 53

o

Nursing Elective (3 er}
Unrestricted Upper 01
oto: 498
s•udy
u Ing I (3cr)
499 Honors S udy in
urslng II (3cr) may subs ute or upper div1 ion I ctiv or nu
elecbve credi 60 cred, · r idency a U
required o grad ·a ·11
Ho ors designation

NLN.Mobllity Profile II Exams
(34 cr)

Nursing Proees.s (2 et)
Nursing S ·us (4 Ct)
ed1cal-Surgical I & II (10 er)
Ma ernal 'e 'lborn (6 er)
Pediatrics (6 er)
Psychiatric- ,ental eal

Course numbers with an "L" follo ling the cou

11/18/2004

06·86
BSN Program of Study
Accelerated Program

h a revious bachelors' de ree
ust:ti'ave:.9·creaits of Human Scie·nces and a

}i.~g10~~::~egr~e:.: · · · •.
: )i

...

··

-..

.
::Cc;S!l.ege ·,)f f:l.ursir:ig .Prerequisites. none. required J~ny~@~~IY:r~co1:ri}:nenqed. ff r:n!nirrJc!I s~ience or
J jec1ffticare ),ackg(ound
·
.. : ~· ,.,. ...

•'

;::

Other College of Nursing Prerequisites - May fulfill
requirements in a variety of ways

Nutr 244 Human Nutrition (3cr) - waived if already have
degree
N224 Application. of Growth & Development to Health Care
(3cr)
.
.
.
.
N238 Pharmacology in Nursing and the Health .. ·
Professions(3cr) highly recomme'ncted but not required .
N239 & 240 Human Physiologic Functior') & Disease.I & II
(Ser) (If already have Anatomy and Physlology-- may take . ·
only th~ Disease sections of course.for 4 et) ~ highly ·
:
recommended but not required
·
1 N290 Introduction to Professional Nursing (3<:r) - not
iequired
Basic Nursing Skills Validation or N223L Nursing Skills (2cr)
Computer Skills Validation or N225 Electronic Literacy for
Nursing (1 er)

N311 L Nursing Skills and Assessment (5cr)
N351 Health and Illness Concepts I (3cr)
N391 Nursing Roles and Values (3cr)
N312L Core Nursing PractiOUfO I (Ser)
Level II { 12cr)
Summer

:~lel(el.:
~
•' ··/:
.•.

..•,:·
.;-;,:
.::{
•::;::~

i:t

N332 Introduction to Nursing Research and Evidence.Based
Practice (3et) (May subs itute N503 Research in Nursing if
space available)
N352 Health and Illness Concepts II (3<:r)
N314L Core Nursing Practicum II {Ger)
N392 Nursing Leadership Strategies (3cr)
N431L Community Assessment (3cr)
N453 Health and Illness Concepts 111 (3cr)
N493 Analysis and Evaluation of Health Care Systems (3<:r)
(May substitute N505 Health Policy if space available)
N41XL Clinical In ensive I (4cr)
N494 Reflec ive Nursing Practice Seminar (2cr)
N41XL Clinical Intensive II (4cr)
N41XL Clinical Intensive Ill (4cr)
N419L Capstone Clinical (3cr)

11/19/2004

2
BSN Program of Study
Accelerated Program

UNM Core Curriculum Requirements (45cr) - Waived
with a revious bachelors' de ree
5.M~_sth~y_e:gpr.edits of Hurhao Sciences and a

.:b'ac~ef
. •..
. ...........o
,... ,
.·.·.•,•.

'.

·,••.

···):~(:,::::

:iJJte ~

.l!rsing:_. r~req_uisites • none_require - .

e h,ig~IY:reco;n,mended
... .
,
. if minimal ..s'clence or

Other College of Nursing Prerequisites - May fulfill
requirements in a variety of ways

Nutr 244 • Human Nutrition (3cr) -waived it already have
degree
.
N224 -Application of Growth & Development to Health -Care ·
(3cr)
·. ·
·
•
·
.
N238 - Pharmacology in Nursing and the Health
Professions(3cr} highly recommended but not required
N239 & 240 - Human Physiologic Function & qisease I. & IJ
(8cr) (If already have Aoatomy and Physiology - may tak.e
only the Disease sections of course for 4 er) - high.ly
recommended but not requir€d ·
N290 - lntroduc ion to Professional Nursing (3cr) - not
required
Basic Nursing Skills Validation Ql 223L Nursing Skills (2cr)
Computer Skills Validation or N225 Electronic Literacy for
Nursing (1cr)

N311 Nursing Skills and Assessment (Ser)
N351 Health and Illness Concepts I (3cr)
N391 Nursing Roles and Values (3cr)
·
N312 Core Nursing Practicum I (5cr)

Level II (18cr)
Spring

N332 Introduction to ursing Research and Evidence-Based
Practice (3cr) (May substi ute N503 Research in Nursing if
space available)
N352 Health and Illness Concepts II (3cr)
N314 Core ursing Practicum II (6cr)
N392 Nursing Leadership Strategies {3cr)
N493 Analysis and Evaluation of Health Care Systems (3cr)
(May substitute N505 Health Policy rf space available)
N431 Community Assessment (3cr) .
N453 Health and Illness Concepts Ill (3~r)
N41X Clinical Intensive I (4<:r)
N494 Reflective Nursing Practice Seminar {2cr)

N41 X Clinical Intensive II (4cr)
N41X Clinical Intensive Ill {4cr)
N419 Capstone Clinical (3cr)

11/19/2004

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SPECIAL COURSE FEES APPROVAL FORM

I THIS FORM MUST BE TYPED. I

INSffiUCTIONS.
SpeciaJ course ees are approp e onty
n ere are i
costs associat
a co rse o
n
e are phy ·ca1
res duals which students take away from the course. An xampl of th first case would occur if a field Mp outside th city ls

necessary. An example of the second would occur it a piece of sculptur
the class.
for

ade

e•

I

creat d by the student, is taken away at th end of

be

please

PfO!eci,olf"I

tee

e

fees to be assessed i a giv n academic session mus be approved and diSclosed o the student prior to registration. This invotve II cour e fees being Hsted in the Schedule of Classes. Deadlines for receipt by th Scheduling Office are a
follows :
o October

Under NO circumsmnces are course fees ever to be collected by teaching assistant-S, instructors, or departmonts.

Con

Telephone Number: --=2;..;7_.::;..-....;0;...7....;l;...o.:__________
Current

vised

Cou.
Fee

Coutse
Fee
5

15
10

10

10

100

00

s
25

2)

35
ca
5

all

is

aooroorwe for
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
I I
Sct\eduling

I I
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I t

P
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Academic Affairs
,_-.:..-i.,,o11o•ng

-----=-;

EK~tivP

eopy-S

s are fOf con

I I
t L

06]9
THE UNIVERSfTY OF NEW MEXtCO
SPECIAL COURSE FEES APPROVAL FOR
INSTRUCnONS;
Special course fees are appropriate only when there are unique costs assoclated with a cou,s or when the are physical
residuals Which students take away from the course. An example of the first case would occur It a field trip outside the city ls
necessary. An example of the second would occur if a pleoe of sculpture, created by the student, is taken aw -y at the end o

the class.
requests or fee inc
ot ne _fees mus be
a tailed e
on.
,to be assessed • a

1u:iUJIBCl

,n!:!nr.,,=,1ru

e ore pea.so

course ees be'

Sp . g
Summer

First Wee of Octo
First Wee of February
First Week of February

Fall

Under NO circumst.ances re course fees ever to be collected by teaching assistants, Instructors,

De

Oepartmeo

ordepanments.

Con ct PetSOR' ~~-=-..;•.....;.~;....;;;.;;..._.._ _ _ _ _ __

2--2 - 0

Call

Number

Course
Number

Section
Number•

Course Title

Cur: t
Course

Additions/

Fee

New

Revised
Oeletions/
Reductions

Course

Fee

5

25

6

93

all

all

5

25

25

25

25

$25

25

25

0

30

0

40

Re fl : tive Nur si ng

New
Cours

N494

•u the course I e

al

10

Pra c 1. ice Seminar

appropriate tor all section$ in

l I
I L

Ctlai(
ec10f ~e::::;:::::=::._,c;_:..:::z:;::'L..L..:...;;;;;...__

l

Approved
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
White copy-Scheduling

C Revised:

w

1

L I

Effective Seme er

Please ndicate · tees are for continuous same · ters
or sp cific semesters. _ _ _ __ __ __ _ __ __
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. T1 IF U NIVf RSITY OF N EW M EXI CO

HEALTH SCI CES LIBRARY
A T)' I FOR1\1ATICS CENTER
MSC09 5100
l University ofNew Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001
(SOS) 272-2311
December~ 2004

To: Kathleen Sena, University Registrar

Re: Library Impact Statemen , College o

ursi g Fom1s

and C

I have revievi,red the "Degree/Program Change and ew Course Request" fonns for the
College of ursing courses listed on the next page. The impact on the Health cicnc s
Library and lnfonnatics Center will be slight.

The Library has a reasonable n unbcr of the books list din the our ~ bibliographi sand
will obtain others as funding permits. If there are to be mt ltipl c pie · placed on Cour e
Reserve, th Library wiJl look to the College to purchase tho e copies.
Ingrid Hendrix, our CON liaison and nuring subject selec or bas a list of the titles
mentioned in the documents,

Sincerely.

/]✓-~
j 1·~ --~

l-/

Ch1istee King, ?vILS
Coordinator, Collection Resources

cc: fngzid Hendrix. >lursing Librarian

0611

Re: i rary I p ct t teme ·

oll e o

rs1

o

(612

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
EORMC

.-=a----.. . .0__;_,
: :. 61 ~.

CIPCOD~
A!al.llkdl?'"" "'~

IJNl'T PREPAR[!S IN' QUAORUPLICA'l'I:

1.
2.
3-.

REC"Ei \I D
4

...;O=--a_te_:_N_o_v_em
_ be_r_1---'-20..;...0=--4;......_
-"_ _ __ _ __

R0 ll'lirig (AC ro co,::IBS)
C:can or r.ny Se1"ioo:; (If nix;~rY}
aR'T (Cooip it Inform R"" I!. T,>d1), ~ neoes.SM>.n
Ccllci.c Ctirric>Jh.m ec.nm
r ~rY}
ecu"!i~ 01 Scttool Facdty
Coll<)!l<> ar $c:hocl De<in/Ciree'.o· or fnstru IOtl
FS Gr.id11<11<! Comn:lr.ee (it llPP e,,b' )
rs:01mtc
Committca
A5Gac'~ Pr=t lot Ac:vJ~c Anairs

Robin Meize-Grochowski

JAN 2 8

(N.imo af irr.!i'iidu:il 1n1uaano IO.'Tll)

a.

•,'

! ;u
i CD
j£

l <!.
' CD
.'i, o.

•

2005'---ll._ r:i_cu_11y_se_n_a-.11_ _ _ __ _J.:.:.t...J~ ~ ~ L M

Prof., Chair of Gr.id Cmtc, 272-2402
(Tllf&. J)(l6ltlon. tulopho~ numbc,r)

~fn,r

College of Nu rsin
-

---=--.to<,=p;,""'rt.'.:'.
m~,;~
n uo.
=-:,1-"!t.:Cl'l,
~ ~~o;i----r.m1=13,.ic-nc;"7'h}, - - --

Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degrao Progr'am
(l'<,r F~

tl!IIJ')..1 Ofd)I)

- --UI

• ·-~a~lffc~s to taka at least 12 months
varsity ot New Mexi co
This form is for

D

page(s) _ 52__9_ __ _ _ _ __ _

Rl::Vt.<;ION OF:

MS- ---'--□~••
---~=--.
--.i
~

Minor

CJ

Con.c:entration

Cl
D
D
D

Certificate

.Etophaii,
Department

DELl(f\(}.._&

CR,

D

D

D
D
D
D
D

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
X.\M!:C

D

Qnjy

D

:Major

i

I This program is or would be located in current undergradua e/graduate catalog on

0

NEW:

Degree

_OFFICE~i' ~:-:c REGIS'IRAi

D

D

D

D

D
D
D

D

D

D

D

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog.· See current ca alog for format within the respective
college (attach additioMI sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket iorm what is bein9 changed .
l.)i:h:le froiup, S29 tbc followinl,l·sluic:qit!nt: " Gradu;ll.; S21Jd..-•nb may be admitted to tho Collcg:i: ofNuflling witbootdccl:u-ing :i
conceutr:rtion. However, a conccutration mu~ bo dcclarro when 12 boors h(lvo been complclcd."

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
Slutle~1t~ adIUitted \lfldcr this oplfon ar.: 110( under the euidancc of ,11 faculty ad\'iwr, Md arc therefore nol able to ~ "cohnted" for C'Oun;c
P!Mnine purposes. Tntcluug $tuoottlS to be Mire they choo~e a oon.ceotratiOfl when 12 houn b.,vc been compl.;tod hn.s bcc:n probl~1tic.
U.'ttcrs of ini.:nt for- this cnt<'gory aro v;se.uc, and there is cone cm th.it sn1cknt~ admiU-:d undc:r lhii; option y h.::1 icvc II chanr:;c to :.i
concL"'lllrnlion \vi.IL b.: ~mom.,.tic.

library lmpact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact sta ement. (trnecesr.ar"l1
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of Individual consul ed and attached signed impact statement. (ltnix;O$.sary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load lmplica1ions (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. No negativo impact anticipated; this
change v/lll ~ally allow better course planning for Mure offefrngs.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any otherd.epartmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_ No..,.L
If yes, have you resolved these issues with departmenVbranch involved? _ _ _ _(attach statement)
Effect Date.of Proposed Change: To be included in Fall 2005 c,t~log
Sm,.,ta

Y,w-

Department Chairperson _ _ _ _.,LJ£....L.!t__;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,.

'

Dean of Library Services (1t11(l(o=rv) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CIRT (1fn...:..,.,;a1y),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,........,..._-7'.tli-::---M'---:'l~---H---.College Curriculum Committee {" neocMsarv).__.=~L,-~~.r::· ~......,---=-...x.;_...._.___
College or School Faculty (lfnc,c;e,ssaoo_-41,,LL~-..,..t:.---~-,,,--+-.----,..--:---;rCollege or Scho-ol Dean/Director of lnstru
FS Graduate Committee or ..ppnror~'-.--Jt..1-.....i;:....,µ;+--------......:.---FS Curricula Committee _--'q....~~~::!!..s.c:....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Assoc. Provost for Academic
Faculty Senate _ _ __ _ __ _ _--::::--....,._-- - - - - - - -- - () -{(-', le.

I

f- R,es, s .J-r-.:... r

tJ

Date.:
Date:

JJ .. 1,2:-'1
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Date:
Date;
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
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Date:
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fagc I. From: Robin Mcize--Grochowski <RMeize@ ah1d.uum.edt~ o
}'rom:

Robin Mcizc-Grochowski <R.Meiz.e@s.nlud.unrn.edu>

To: mih8nc:z@unm.edu

cc: Robin Mciz ·-Grochovrki <1Th1cize@salud.unm.edu>
Subject: Re: Fwd; Form C addendum
Date-Sent: Wcdncsd,ty, Fcbrnary 09, 2005 2:03 PM -0700

Hi Mariana,
For the MSN, we adroit lhc..m dirc..-cUy into a concentration. 'lbc catalog :mys\ c may atlmit without declaring a oonccnlralion . We
wnut to remove tbnt lnnguge. You will note iii the item· for application the Jetter of intent must identify the concentration.
I hope our other Fonns C get over to you thi week.
Take care,
Rohin

>>> <mibanez@umn.edu> 021~9/0S 1:50 PM>>>

Robin the 2 Forms C !have for Nursing are:
Dclclc the MSN language that deals with admission with declaring a

concentration, bnt then having to declare one aftei• 12 hours. Docs that
mean that they musl have a concentration qr that they need nol have om: at

all?
The Phd clari lies langua 0 c clarifying requirement for admission to Nun-ing
PhD.
Form B for Nllfsing 515.

If you can pmvidc a_nsv,cr to lTIY question about M,. N a.nd conccolrations
befurefl'i<lay at 10, cnn pass thut intorm:ition on to c-nrriculum
sub-commitlce. Thanks.

M

·On Wednesday, February 09, 2005 12:06 PM -0700 Robin 1eize-Groehowski

<R.Mei2e@salud.unm.t.-du> wrote:
>

> Mariana,
> J run forwarding the t1ddendt1111 to the Forms. C for ACNP. ursing Education.
> nnd Communilv Bcnlth concentralions, ol sure you I ad the fom1!': ycL Tf
> not, 1 guess Lllizabeth will just send them a toge her.
> Thnn.ks.
>Robin

Mariana lbnnc-✓,
Graduate Academic AiT:iirs Specialist
University of New Me.~co
Office of Graduate Studies
MSC03-2l80

(505) 270-2334

ri.nt~ for: mibanc-t:@unm.edu on We.cl, 09 Feb 2005 14:50:08 -070g
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORM C

I

T

Date: ___
Fe_b_r_u_a_r.::..y_2_4..:;..,_2_0_0_4_ _ __

Alf
AH nt<I by
Provo•t
for Academic Aftalr•
A■soclale

Landscape Arch Program 7-4120
(Tillo. po;it.on, tol""hcno numbt.'<)

I andscape
Architect11re Program
(O,;,p.,rtmon tlDNi,,.ial'l•Prog,~rr\1'8r~r.cllJ

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing {All to r copies)
1. Dean or Library Services (if neocessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if ne-cessary)
3. Coll~e Curri<:ulum Committee (if necessary)
4. Collogs or School Faculty
5. College or School D&an/Oiroctor of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee {If applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associato Provost for Acadom·c Affairs
9. Faculfy Senate

-.

Th.ls p rogram is or would be locatod in curront undorgradua!o/g raduato c talog

11 4-117

on pa e(s)

U.1

1

Has ters

pR ' REl{ISION OF!

0

DELETION;

OFrlCE ur THE Ri::

Certilicate

0
0

Emphasis

:

- 'Ge

I

l\uul\

CD

ii,
0.

~
Q)

3

<D

O Orfl1.1E
D
0
0

0
0

0

■

·s

NC'NUnh• porcy G11,\:)oj\\'1e8 bro'<
av;1ibb/e from tho Piovc~rs Office.
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Memo
To:

Elizabeth A. Barton, Associate Registrar
Student Services Center Room 261

From:

Alf Simon
Director, Landscape Architecture Program

Date:

June 7, 2004
Form C submission

Re:

Elizabeth,

Thank you for your review and comments regarding my recent Form C submission. I have
addressed the required changes as follows:
• Catalogue descriptions have been included for all Form B submissions
• Please

see page 116 in the catalogue for

the listing LA 460

• Please see the attached memo to Ka hleen Sena regarding LA 521

• I have deleted CRP 526 from the Form C documents

Alf Si on, Ph.D., FCSLA
Director, Landscape Architecture Program
Cc.

Elizabeth A. Barton
Associate Registrar

C618

June 2, 2004
Dr. Simon:
I am returning the enclosed curriculum fonns for noted changes.

✓Fom1s B for LA 582, 563, 585 do not-include the necessary course descriptions in UNM
catalog for.mat to inchtde course number; title, credit hours, description, and pre- and/or
co~requ isitcs.

t/" Form A for LA 560 res_uests AOA disco911ectfrom LA 460.
existing course.

v

7, {I~

f

~~

·

However, LA 460 is not an

Form C for the revision of the Master's in Landscape Architecture include a
requirements list with the follo\ving problems:
• Under Computing, LA 521 has been sur1setted. You may request reactivation by
memo to Kathleen Sena, Registrar, since the sunsetting was recent.

v--~•

Unde-r Envjromnent.al Systems, CRP 526 (note: number missing on list) \Vas
sunsetted in Summer 1999. Fonn B required to rcactlvate.

Please amend and retun1 the forms to me. Thanks.

te Registrar
277-8466

,,

.

Memo
To;

Mariana Ibanez
Office of Graduate Studies

From:

Alf Simon
Director, Landscape Architecture Program

Date:

September 7 1 2004

Re:

Form C

Mariana,
The following ls a summary of major changes contained in the Form C submit ed for the
graduate program in Landscape Architecture.

EXIT REQUIREMENTS
CURRENT

PROPOSED

The 3 year program requires 82 credit hours

The 3 year program requires a maximum of 87
credi hours and a minimum of 72 credit
hours, depending upon previous academic
experience *

The 2 year program requires 54 credit hours

The 2 year program requires a minimum of 48
credit hours for stud en s with a BLA degree
and 57 credit hours for students with
professional or pre professional degrees in
Architecture or Environmental DesiQn

•

The 5 extra hours are from two courses that were previously only 2 credits but are now
3, and an additional 3 credit requirement.

CURRICULUM CHANGES
CURRENT
LA 512 001 Graphic Communications

PROPOS.ED
LA 582 Graphic Communications (now
reauired)

Arch 470 Human factors (reQuired)

Arch 470 reolaced bv LA 563

Either tA 560 or LA 562 and a graduate
seminar required

LA 560 required

Natural and Human Systems
required)

Environmental Systems (3 credits required)

(6 credits

LA 585 Construction Documents

LA 585 replaced by LA 586 Professional Skills

in LA
3 credit hours of elective courses required

9 credit hours of elective courses reauired

(16 20

I

SUMMARY OF NEW COURSES (Form 8 Submissions)
LA 586 Professional Sk1lls in LA

(replaces LA 585 Construction Documents)

LA 563 Theory in Landscape Archit&ture and Environmental Design (replaces the requirement
for Arch 470 Human Factors in Design)
LA 582 Graphic;: Communications

(new number' for LA 512 001 Graphic Communicati ons)
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Memo
To:

Kathleen Sena , Registrar
Student Services Center Room 261

from:

Alf Simon
Director, Landscape Architecture Program

Date:

June 7, 2004

Re:

LA 521

Kathleen,

I understand that LA 521 has recently been sunsetted. I had not received notice of this but it
has been pointed out in a review of a Form C that' I have submitted ;

I would like to roquest reinst.atement of this course. CAD is a requirement of the LA program,
but as we have only just completed our fourth year of operation I am still worki ng out how to
allocate available resources. We currently encourage students to take the CAD requirement at
TVI, but would eventually like to teach it in house.

Alf Simon, Ph.D., FCSLA

Director, Landscape Architecture Program
Cc.

Elizabeth A.

Barton

Associate Registrar
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Program Director
Alfred Simon, Ph.D., FCSLA
Associate Professors
Alfred Simon, Ph.D., Arizona State University. M.L.A., University of Manitoba,
P-A-0., Arizona State University
Christopher Wilson, J.B. Jackson Professor, M.A., +fie-University of New Mexico
Adjunct Associate Professor§
Steve Borbas, MCRP, Pratt Institute
Baker Morrow! M.A. , +Re-University of New Mexico

Research Assistant Associate Professor
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Kim Sorvig, M.LA., University of Pennsylvania
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Adjunct Assl tant Professors
Jo n Bar ey, M.L.A., Cornell
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William Perkins, M.L.A., Harvard
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Dennis Wilkinson, B.S., Texas Tech University
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The Master of Landscape Architecture prepares students from a number of
academic disciplines for the thoughtful design and planning of outdoor space for
human use and enjoyment. The degree is integrative, interdisciplinary and
strongly concerned with the contribution of landscape architecture to human
history and society and with the wise use and re-use of natural resources.
The master's program in landscape architecture provides a thorough background
education in landscape architecture as well as specialized study. Students
completing their degree requirements should have developed:
1.A broad view of and expertise in landscape architecture and site planning and
the role of these disciplines in the health and functioning of human society.
2.An und standing of landscape architecture.Jl~ a synthesis of environme t,ru
and c..ult.ural systems. appreciation for the need toplaR the outdoor envfrcmment
with an undeFstaRdiAg and application of oomple at~ral systems and cycles.
3. The special, necessary skills and knowledge of the landscape architect, which
include but are not limited to: the history and theory of landscape architecture;

plant selection and design; site analysis; creative site planning and design;
landscape construction_and materials:, technology, aAO•general materials;
ecesystems and their funGtioRsdesign and sustainability: the function of
landscape architecture as a social art; professlonal practice, methods, and
ethics~ computer applications; research as a tool for environmental designers;
and the relationship of landscape architecture to its closely allied disciplines of
engineering, planning, and architecture.
4. The ability to exercise critical thinking and original design in the practice of
landscape architecture.
New Mexico's remarkable Southwestern setting, with its ancient human made
and natural landscapes and its growing modern population, provides an excellent
background for the study of landscape architecture. In addition to basic studies,
each student is expected to complete either a Master1s Thesis (Plan I) or a
Master's Project (Plan II), based on a topic selected according to their interests
and a vision of their own future in the discipline. Landscape architectural
emphases in the Program include:
•The cultural landscape and in particular the landscapes Southwest.
:_Environmental and public art
•Natural resource evaluation, use and m a ~ ~ g n~of works of
landscape architecture and in landscape--J:)lanning.
•Design in Southwest arid landscapes.
The thesis topic or master's project develops original, detailed design work and
key research in the field to a professional level and is guided, reviewed and
approved by the student's graduate committee. The applied project is researchbased study that explores larger theoretical issues and their conceptual and
practical application in an environmental design context. Students' project
proposals are reviewed by their committee and evaluated based on the degree of
complexity and the fit with the student's declared area of specialization. The
thesis is a research study that is developed on a topic and investigation of an set
~ s e s - h ..... ,...... ,..sis..or questions. Students will design and carry out a
study that articulates a clear method and process for addressing ~tlti.Qfil
questions. The outcome is e-xf:)octed to contribute to the body of knowledge-i~
disGipl1ne of landscape arc~tootHf&. related to l.andscape architecture_anct
environmental design

Licensing for Landscape Architects n the State of New
Mexico
An applicant for examination for registration as a landscape architect in New
Mexico must hold a degree in landscape architecture or a related field from a
program recognized by the State Board of Landscape Architects. Additional
requirements for licensing, which includes the title 11 landscape architect" and the
practice of landscape architecture, extend to practice and experience gained

while working for a registered landscape architect. The University of e
Mexico's master's program in landscape architecture is ~1-Vt-..i f
accreditedf
however, early aooredit~ion is its aim . b he an
hi
r I
Accreditatioo Board.

Degree Programs
Master of Landscape Architecture (M.L.A. : ~~~~
The University of New Mexico offers a professional degree in landscape
architecture: the Master of Landscape Architecture. The degree ·~ r•~~~
' ~MG-ee
acoeptable to the Now MoKioo Board of Landscape Arvt
etAefprogram is organized to accomolish the ou
registration boards throughout the United States.
The M.L.A. is highly structured, concentrating on comprehensive preparation for
the professional practice of landscape architecture. The program is
interdisciplinary, incorporating course work from a number of departmen
University as well as studies within the School of Architecture and Pl nning. A
student completing the Master of Landscape Arch itecture program will be
II
prepared, after additiona , required work experience to sit for i-w.,.,,f4'1-h en r
examinations for lieensure to practice landscape architecture.

Students m
previous academic experience.
Three Year P
m of Sud
Th rack is d

credit hours.

Two Year Pro ram of Stud
·
· designed for
Architecture d

f

Master of Lan0&-0ape ArcRitecture (M.L.A.). Post Professional
OegreoPro ram of S ud
Applicants for the Post Professional YA9+Bo'1-program must be licensed prac icing
landscape architects, with a minimum of five years experience in he ield.
s udent's o r m f
i d v lo d c · s
tio wi h h A Pr r
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Drrector and is thirty to thirty-two credit h u s. Please contact the Program
Director for information and requirements.

AppfJcatlons
All students applying for the Landscape Architecture Program must possess, at
the time of registration, a degree from an accredited university recognized by the
University of New Mexico Office of Graduate Studies. Stooef-rty\•.(ith degr-ees ·
non design disciplines may apply for a three yeai:-gFadYate-progr:am-ef..sttlay-;
Students with pre professional OF pr~enaJ--des½}n degrees may normally
~y-fGf-a--t-wo-yeaf-i)rogf--am-of..$tt.ldy.-JR -tne-4atter ~ategor-y-1 WReR-previoos
academic experience is .fe1:.md to-Ge deficieAt the srueent may be asked to take
~al--ooufse-s-to-sat~aduate professieAal degree requirements.
In addition to Office of Graduate Studies application requirements, each student
must submit to the departmeAtLA Program office :
1.A letter of intent outliningi the applicant's interest in the discipline of landscape
architecture and the reasons for seeking admission to the program;
2.Letters of reference from three individuals under whom the applicant has
worked and/or studied. Two of the letters shall normally be from teachers or
academic advisors who can comment on the applicant's undergraduate_-pJl t
acade.mlc_performance;
3.A resume; and
4.A portfolio of creative work. All applicants to the two year program w·th desig_n
backgrounds must submit a portfolio. While this requirement is not mandatory in
the initial application for students applying to the three year program-Qt-study wiJ.b
non-design backgrounds , any evidence of creative work will be very helpful to
the admissions committee. Portfolios should not contain original work.
Reproductions should be presented in 8.5 X 11 or similar format that can be
easily handled and stored. Applicants are encouraged to think about the design
and presentation of the portfolio document. Those who wish to have their
portfolio returned by mail should must include return postage.
Application Deadlines
Fall semester:
Priority deadline is March 15; however, applications will be accepted until June
15 if space is available.
Spring semester:
On a case-by-case basis only until November 1

Summer session:
None accepted
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Graduation Requirements
Professional Degree Program
The M. L.A. is a professional degree. The three-year curriculum, taken by
students haviRg-degrees in non environmental-aesi~s, requires a
minimum of 7~dit hours of study, plus a thesis or project. The two year
ReffRally taken by students with ~e professional or professwAaJ
curricul
degrees iR en}~iironmental design dl~liFles, requires a minimum of-48-sreatt
hours-cl-study, plus a thesis or projest-.-:+he courses listed belo•1.1 are the--ffi<+t
~ments which must be completed during the student's graduate course of
stu€fies. Students may receive advaRee standing in courses lJlhere-apf)fopriate.
Required Courses

Design
LA 501 Graduate Studi:..""--'1_________ 6 credits
LA 502Graduate_Stu.dio 2 (prerequisite: LA 501 l
6 credits
LA 503Graduaie....SJudio 3 (prerequisite: LA so~<J-)_ __,,6"-'c=re.x.;d=it::.xs
L8 508DPAC lnterdisciplina Community Studio
_(p=-rex..:r=e=g=ui=s=ite=:'--"L=A.!,..;5=0=3~)_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 6 credits
LA 505Graduate Studio ,5
(prerequisite: LA 506)
6 ct~
=LA--"-"'5""'8=2G~ra~p=h=ic!...:C~o~m~ro~u:.:..:.n:.:.:ic~~~:.__-----_;~ credits

Hi

LA
LA
LA

_ .
e Architecture in the 2

·

re.

3 credits
3 credits

Pl
ir Ec.9systems
LA 558Plants__j
3 credits
LA 559Plg,0ts 2
3 credits

nv·ronmental Systems
LA 55_6Sit _and Environment
Q&_ac;tdltiQnal 3 credit elective

3 ere it_

ogy
itecture T

Computing
A 21 AutoCAD tor Landsc~ Architects (or equivalent)_3 credits
erofessional Practice
5.31 Professional Practice iiliodscape Architecture
3 cred.ira
8.585Protess1onal Sktlls in Landscape Architecture~--~3:-,,c=re...,d,c.:..it""'"s

he_sis / Project
LA 596LA Thesis/Proiect Preparation SemiOP,r 3 credits
Qne of the following:
LA 597Project
6 credits or
LA 599Master's ThesLs

6 credits

Electives
9 credit hours ot_~l,e.Q.tive courses
Suggested Electives

History I Theory
LA 512 Cultural Landscape Evaluation & Management

LA 512 Southwest Architecture & Cultural Landscapes
LA S12 Landscape Architecture of Latin America
LA 562 Gardens in the Sand
LA 566 Civic Space and Public Art
LA 567 landscape and Infrastructure
LA 590 Historic Research Methods
CRP 576 Human Settlements
Arch 512 Memory & Architecture

Arch 522 Contemporary Architec ure
Arch 563 Modern Architecture
Arch 571 Urban Design Theory
others as approved

Environmental Systems
LA 512 Sustainable Landscape Desi~n
LA 512 GIS for Landscape Architecture
CRP 515 Natural Resources Field Me hods
CRP 527 Watershed Management
CRP 533 Foundations of Physical PlnQ

CRP 564 Natural Resource Planning
CRP570 Modeling the Environment

CRP 570 Meaning and Place
€Rf'. 1 '{ q Pc: , L, St:t::elfo

,f5,

Year1
(to be c o m p t ~ by all students-accepted into the three-yeru:

program befere proceeding to-years 2 and 3)
Design

628
LA 501 Graduate Studio 16 cf.edtts
LA 502Graduate StudiG-2-{pmroquisite: LA 501 )6 credits
History/Theory
LA 561 History an :r-neo1y-0f Landscape ,/.\rohiteoture3 credits
Plants andttleir-Ecesystems
h-A-oo8Ptams-1-3-ci:edfts
Natural & HumaR-Systems
LA 55BSae--aRd-E,wironmcnta credits
Arch 47QHuman Factors in Design3 credits
Constr-uction-+'echnoJogy
bA-aOObaAGSCape Arehitecture Teohnology3 credits
-¥ears 2-aRd--3
(-Te-ee--completed by all students in the g~tlate f:)fOgram)
Desigff
bA--5G3Graduate Studio 3 (prerequisite: l::A-602)6 credits
LA 508D~AC-IRtefaisoiplinary Community Studia
(prereqw · : ~ 502)6 credits
bA-005Graduate Studio 5

(prereq~isites: bA 503, b'\ 508)6 credits
Histor-yt:rheof},J[

eilher. A--560 or LA 562. and a graduate seminar
bA-568-L-aAGscape Arehfteoture in the 20th CentuFY&-€ffi€hls
bA-562Gardens in the Sand3 credits
bA 612LA Graduate Semmar3-cfeeKS

Plants and theif-E-cosystems
LA 559Plants 23 Gredffs
Natural & Human Systems
two of the lollow.;ng:

C RP 570MeeeJinQ-t.he-ERvironment3 credits
CRP 564FourldatiGAs-ef-Natural Resouroes3 credits
CAP 527V1.tatershed--Management3 credits
~ e s y s t e m 4 credits
~dscape--EeA1-eev-00il-M~~~oo.4::J.VAamics3-€reaits
G-A-P-&7-6Ml:tmaR-Settlemen tsa ored its

GAP 574/
~Urban Design Theory8 credits
Construction TeGhnology
LA 581 Landscape CoRstFUGtion Materials & Technique~+ts

Computing
LA 521 AuteCAD--for Landscape Architeots8 credits
Professional Practice
LA 631 Professiooal-Practtce in Landscape Architecture3 Gref:Hts

LA 586CenstrYGt~on Oeeuments8 credits

ical Se uence
Year1

Fall

Year3
Fall

LA 505Qraduate Studio 5
(prerequisite: LA 508)
6 credits
LA 531 Professional Practice in Landscape Architecture
3 credits
Elective
3 credits

Spring
LA 559Plants 2
Elective
LA 597 Master's Project
LA 599Master's Thesis

3 credits

3 credits
or

6 credits

6 credits

I

I

'

e
presen a

,on o

.

Master's Examination Graduate Review
+hie requirement ls divided into hvo parts. The first part, thoThe Graduate
Review, occurs for students in the three-year program after they have completed
three studio courses and a minimum of 21 hours of additional course work and
for students in the 2-year program after they have completed one studio and a
mlnimum of 12 hours of additional course work. A faculty committee, usually
cons isting of the student's advisor and at least one other faculty member, will
review the student's academic progress achievements, reading within the
discipline, program of studies, proposed emphasis, and proposed thesis or
professional project topic and other relevant matters. The faculty comm ittee will
assess the student's work to date and proposed plans for studies to complete the
degree and will prepare recommendations regarding the student's advancement
to candidacy.

Masters Examination
+Re seeond part of tho The Masters Eexamination will occur at the time of the
Masters thesis {f3FOsont~ion oF master's project public presentation and defense,
when the student's committee evaluates the scope and quality of the work,
mastery of the field and the emphasis, and the student's strengths in research
aooomplishing accomplishment. 9fadt1ato studies.
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Students working toward a Master of Landscape Architecture degree must
generally develop an emphasls within their curriculum. The selected emphasis
will require appre~imately a minimum of 9 graduate credit hours plus substantial
related content within the thesis or master's project. The student's program,
including the emphasis, is developed in consultation with the major advisor. It
may be altered if needed with the consent of the advisor and the student's
graduate committee. The M.L.A. degree is granted upon successful completion
of an approved program of study.

Students are expected to demonstrate a mastery of readings in the field. A
comprehensive reading list will be prepared for all students entering the program.
Students will be questioned about their readings at their mid-point review and
again during their master's thesis presentation or project defense.

Landscape Architecture (LA)
336~. ~~5 -Site/Environment. (3)
(Also offered as Arch 356-aAfi-hA-55~1ntroduction to site analysis and site
factors that inform design. Site scales from urban to regional are examined.
Prerequisite: ArcA 2.Q2-0r-fil}fil..401 ~01. Landscape Architecture Design Studio 1. (6)
An introductory design studio for students entering the three-year graduate
program and for students in the BAED program. Emphasis is on basic design
principles, three dimensional space and the development of graphic
communication skills.
4021.S..O.~- Landscape Architecture Design Studio 2. (6)
An introduction to landscape architectural design in the studio setting, focusing
on a series of typological investigations. Students are encouraged to experiment
with methods to develop their own design process.
458~. Plant Mater"als. (3)
An introduction to pfants and plant ecology, with an emphasis on the use of
plants in landscape architectural design.
460-~. -bandscape Arohitecture in the-20t c ~
+ms-eOHFSe-will examine currents of thei,ght ancJ.social and economic
determinants over the last 100 years,-at-id t way these systems ha>.te
mffue.AGed f.low we build our environmeAl&.-Otlf-€ities, our landscapes and

build~
461.1561. History and Theory of Landscape Architecture. (3)
A course covering the general history of landscape architecture from its origins in
early agriculture at the end of the last Ice Age through its development in ancient
civilizations to the 20th century.
462./562. Gardens in the Sand: New Mexico's Historic Landscapes. (3)
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The six historic eras of New Mexico's landscape architectural history and their
characteristic landscape architecture and site planning will be studied in detail.
Students will research a topic under the guidance of the professor.
480J580. Landscape Architecture Technology 1: Grading and Drainage. (3)

This course will provide knowledge and understanding of topography, grading
and drainage design, and will help students develop site design skills related to
topographic definition, circulation surfaces, retaining walls and grade changes.
5011401. Landscape Architect,ure Design Studio 1. (6)
An introductory design studio for students entering the three-year graduate
program and for students in the BAED program. Emphasis is on basic design
principles, three dimensional space and the development of graphic
communication sktlls.
502/402. Landscape Architecture Design Studio 2. (6)
An introduction to landscape architectural design in the studio setting, focusing

on a series of typological investigations. Students are encouraged to experiment
with methods to develop their own design process.
Prerequisite: 50 J.
503. Landscape Architecture Design Studio 3. (6)
This studio course investigates landscapes at city/regional and

neighborhood/urban precinct scales. Students will integrate social/cultural
imperatives with environmental and infrastructure systems in land use planning
and urban/neighborhood design.
Prerequisite: 2.
505. [504.] Landscape Architecture Design Studio 5. (6)
Studio 5 is the 'capstone' design studio in the Master of Landscape Architecture
studio sequence. Students will integrate a broad range of landscape architectural
knowledge in a process that will reflect a professional office/studio approach to a
design project.
Prerequisites: .500., 508.

508. LA Design Studio 4/DPAC Interdisciplinary Community Studio. (6)
This is an interdisciplinary studio with architecture and planning students
coordinated by the Design and Planning Assistance Center. Real projects focus
on landscape and urban development within a strong neighborhood and
community context.
Prerequisite: 502.
511. Topics in Landscape Architecture. {1-3 to a maximum of 12} D

Individual, independent study of topics and research issues in landscape
architecture undertaken by a student with faculty approval, advisement and
supervision.
512. Seminar: Landscape Architecture. (2-3) D
A number of seminars on various aspects of landscape architecture may be
repeated tor credit with no credit hour limit.
513. Reflective Travel. (1

2-to

mruc.imum of 3) DG-

(Also offered as Arch 41 3/~ , CAP 544.) This course is a combination of
reading, seminar discussion and guided independent study. It is intended to help
students prepare, engage in and reflect upon travel relevant to their design and
planning studies. Offered on a CR/NC basts only.
521. AutoCAD for Landscape Architects. (3) f2J
LandCadd operates on AutoCAD and is the most widely used of computer
programs in landscape architecture. An essential basic course in LandCadd
applications in the profession.
531. Professional Practice in Landscape Architectur~.;--i-i~+H--,!c:>Vf'tt'ff-1~-.--iA
Landscape ,A.fchitectural Practice and Admiflistration.] {3)
This course emphasizes the common role of the landscape architect as a
member of a design team that also includes architects, engineers, planners and
others. It focuses on the private and public practice of landscape architecture.
55
. Site/Environment. (3)
(Also offered-as-Afch 356 and Lt,; 33&-j-lntroduction to site analysis and site
factors that inform design. Site scales from urban to regional are examined.
Prorequisite. Arch 2Q2--0f:-505b
558/458. Plant Materials. (3)
An introduction to plants and plant ecology, with an emphasis on the use of
plants in landscape architectural design.
559. Plant Materials in Landscape Design II. (3)
An advanced course in the use of plants in landscape design, focusing on
principles of xeriscape and their application.
Prerequisite: 5fill or equivalent.
56 .
. Landscape Architecture in the 2oth Century. (3)
This course will examine currents of thought and social and economic
determinants over the last 100 years, and the way these systems have
influenced how we build our environments, our cities, our landscapes and
buildings.
5611461. History and Theory of Landscape Architecture. (3)
A course covering the general history of landscape architecture from rts origins in
early agriculture at the end of the last Ice Age through its development in ancient
civilizations to the 20th century.
5621462. Gardens In the Sand: New Mexico's Historic Landscapes. (3)
The six historic eras of New Mexico's landscape architectural history and their
characteristic landscape architecture and site planning will be studied in detail.
Students will research a topic under the guidance of the professor.
\563. Theory I _ a.ndscape Architectu e ao Environmentaf De..$ign. (3)
This graduate seminar investigates the critical role of theory in the social and
cultural act of constructing and reconstructing human environments.

566. Civic Spaces and Public Art. (3)
(Also offered as Arch 466/500., CRP 566.) Investigates the production of "public
space" and "public art." Topics will include theory of public space(s), critical
issues in public art, legal perspectives, design and administration. Class will
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consist of readings for discussion sessions ; dialog with guest artists, architects
and administrators; and presentations by students.
567. Infrastructure Design and Planning. (3)
{Also offered as
h, CRP 534.) Introduces students to social, urban,
environmental and aesthetic issues of infrastructure design as well as
infrastructure policy analysis and development. Various infrastructures will be
examined through lectures, discussion with guest practitioners, and seminar
discussions. These areas will be used to investigate the effects of problem
definition and physical design on social organization, settlement form and
character, and environmental impact.
579. Introduction to Preservation and Regionalism. (3)
(Also offered as Arch, C P 5.N.) An introduction to the history, theory and
professional practices of historic preservation and regional contemporary design
and planning.
580J~. Landscape Architecture Technology 1 : Grading and Drainage. (3)
This course will provide knowledge and understanding of topography, grading
and drainage design, and will help students develop site design skills related to
topographic definition, circulation surfaces, retaining walls and grade changes.
581. Landscape Construction Materials and Techniques. (3)
An intensive study of the technical aspects of landscape design and construction.
Emphasis on landscape construction materials and methods, with quality,
longevity and ease of maintenance as consistent objectives.
582. G.ra hie Commun cati_o.n. (3)
An introduction to drawing techniques and edia and their usesjn representing

d~sign ideas.
684......Jrrigation Deslg¾'.l, aterials, Management for Arid CUmates. (3)
~tion--eesign, materials ~ c o n t e m p o r a r y automati&aRG
~
· n effeeti)1e v.tater: use for proper landscape growth
aR4-gcneral health and oA conservation of iNater-as an essential nakJral
f'.8-S(;}Uf-6&.-

585.
ents: Working
DrawingslSpeclflcaUORS:-Professional Skill

·n Landsea_pe Ar hite ture (3)

RI
.
k'II
This two part course focuses on two separate professionals
, s

.
The first eight
weeks of the course is a study of landscape irrigation materials. design and
management. The second eight weeks develops an understanding of the
components of and production of construction documents as an integral and
critical part of the design process. :r-his-course develops-an understanding of.the

production okonstruotion documems, insluding plans and-specifications aRd
contracts, as-a-A integral and criticat-part of the deSf9Ai)f'eees-s-:
590. Historic Research Methods. (3)
(Also offered as Arch, CRP 590.) An introduction to the methods for the
documentation, research and analysis of historic built environments as
preparation tor historic preservation and contemporary regional design.
596. Master's ProjecVThesis Preparation Seminar. (3)

A seminar which studies different forms of research in the discipline of landscape
architecture and a variety of research methods and techniques. Each student
identities a topic for, and methodological approach to, their thesis or project
research and develops their research proposal.
597. Master's Project. (1-6) [6]
An applied research project developed and carried out by students as the final
exit requ irement for the MLA. Project proposals ar,e reviewed based their degree
of complexity and the fit with the student1s declared area of specialization. The
project is research.: based document which explores larger theoretical issues and
their conceptual and practical application in an environmental design context.
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

599. Master's Thesis. (1-6)
A research study which that-is developed on a topic and an investigation of a set
of hypotheses or questions. Students will design and carry out a study which hru
articulates a clear method and process for addressing their questions. The
outcome is expected to contribute to the body of knowledge in the discipline of
landscape architecture. Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
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UNTVERSlTY OF EW MEXICO GE ERAL LIBRARY
To: Fran \Vilkinso~A // $
From: Linda Lewit;t ;f\-...V'

'\

Date: April 20 2004
ubject: Forms Band C: Landscape Architecmre
Form C: Revises the existing course in order to meet national accreditation requirements.

There will not be an impact upon library collections or services
Form 8: 582: Graphic Communications: The course already exist" as Community &
Regional Planning 582; this adds i to the Landscape Architecture listing. There will not
be an impact upon the library.
Fonn B: 563: Theory in Landscape Architecture & Environmental Design: This is a

seminar course in landscape architecture. The library collections arc adequate to upport
a seminar cour e in this area; however, students working in some specialized areas may
need to rely on interlibrary loan for some materials.
•orm B: 585: Professional Skills in Landscape Architecture: The library collections arc
adequate to support this course that is designed to focus on profe~sional skms in
land cape architecture.
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LIBRARY RESOURCES IMPACT STATEMENT
April 20, 2004
Submitted to Linda Lewis, Director, Collection Management and Resource Acquisitions,
General Library.

The University of New Mexico General Library currently holds extensive resources that
would be appropriate for the "Graphic Communications" (LA 582), "Theory in
Landscape Architecture & Environmental Design" (LA 563}, and' Professional Skills
in Landscape Architecture" (LA 585), courses proposed by the Landscape Architecture
Program of the School of Architecture and Planning. Further, the Library is committed
to continue to support the academic programs University. I am confident that the
General Library will be able to support each of these proposed courses.
The proposed change to graduate level-only status for "Landscape in the 20th Century"
(LA 560), will have no impact on the library.

Carroll L. Botts, M.A., M.L.S.
Architecture & Planning Subject Speclalist
General Library
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Readings
Jn addition to the above requirements, a comprehensive reading list wm-beJ~
prepared for all students entering the program. Students will be questioned about
their readings at their graduate review and again during their master's thesis
presentation or project defense.

Master's Examination
This requirement is divided into two parts. The first part, the Graduate Review,
occurs for students in the three-year program after they have completed three
studio courses and a minimum of 21 hours of additional course work and for
students in the 2-year program after they have completed one studio and a
minimum of 12 hours of additional course work. A faculty committee, usually
consisting of the student's advisor and at.least one other faculty member will
review the student's academic pr re _§_aerneve-ffie ts, ~.J.t.d.1 n_g wi•hin the
dis_cl_p~program of studies, proposed emphasis, and proposed thesis or
professional proJect topic and other relevant matters. The faculty committee will
assess the student's work to date and proposed plans for studies to complete the
degree and will prepare recommendations regarding the student's advancement
to candidacy.
The second part of the examination will occur at the time of ..b.ei asters thesis
~esentation or r-r1-a&ter's project public presentation and defense, when the
student's committee evaluates the scope and quality of the work, mastery of the
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German
Undergraduate Advisor
Katrin Schroeter, Ortega Hall 347C, 277-9115 1 katja@unm.edu
Lower-Division Coordinator
Martin Klebes, Ortega Hall 351C, 277-3617, klebes@unm .edu

Major Studies Requirements
30 hou~s of course work, to include the following: Ge man 301, 302, 307 , 308
and 405. _370, 410 or 470 taken at the German Summer School may substitute
for either 301 or 302, but not both. The remaining hours may be selected from
German courses above 300 and/or a content-approp iate Comparative Literature
course; 6 of these hours may consis of approved German Studies courses in
other departments.

Second Major Option
Students who present two majors (German and another field) are required to
complete 24 hours of course work in German, to include the following: 301 , 302,
307: 308, 405. The remaining hours may be selected from German courses
above 300.
Under both options at leas 12 hours must be earned in courses offered on the
University of New Mexico campus .

Minor Study Requirements
Fifteen hours in German courses above 300, including 301, 302.

Lower Division German
All beginning students should enroll in Elementary German (101), which provides
a foundation in reading, writing , listening and speaking for all subsequent
courses. Students with prior knowledge of German must take a placement exam
and consult with the lower-division coordinator to determine the adequate course
!eve!. Heritage speakers are strongly advised not to enroll in lower-division
language courses.

Graduate Program
Graduate Advisor
Susanne Baackmann, Ortega Hall 349C, 277-3206 , heodor@unm .edu

2

M.A. in German Studies
The M.A. in German Studies provides an interdisciplinary foundation
designed to prepares udents for work in pertinent 'ields including secondary
school teaching , translation wor , and also for entrance to doctoral programs in
German. A background in German equivalent to tha of an undergraduate major
is required fo r entering candidates. M.A. candidates may choose between two
plans: under Plan I, hey are required to comp lete 24 hours of course work plus 6
thesis hours; under Plan ll, they are required to complete 32 hours of course
work without thesis. The comp rehensive exams involve a more extensive written
component for Plan II. Core requirements include a theory course (3 credit hours)
and a professional development colloquium (MLANG 501) (1 hour) . Teaching
assistants are also required to enroll in a teaching practicum (MLANG 500)
during their first semester of teaching . Two semesters of another foreign
language or its equivalent are required of all M.A. candidates . Please contact the
graduate advisor or the department for specific information.

Undergraduate Program
101-102. Basic German. (3, 3}
Language course sequence for·all beginning studen s, providing a foundation in
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills for all su sequent courses . {Fall,
Spring}

275-276. Accelerated Beginning German. (6, 6)
Intensive language course sequence that covers the material of 101, 102, 201 ,
and 202. After completing 276 studen s are prepared o enroll in third-year
courses. Students may not receive credit for both the accelerated sequence and
the regular language course sequence (101 through 202).
201-202. [ntermediate German. (3, 3)
Continues development of skills in reading , writing, speaking and listening at the
second-year level.
203-204. fntermediate German Conversation. (1 ..3) tJ.
Optional course for students of 201-202 providing additional
practice in speaking and listening. Students not concurren ly
enrotled in 201-202 may enroll only with the permission of the
instructor. Offered on CR/NC basis only.
207 208. lntermeaiate German ReadiRg
German 202 or 276 (or equivalent) is a pre equisrte for all upper-level courses
below.

301-302. Advanced German. (3, 3)

64

Contextual grammar review based on cultural materials from a variety of media
and short literary texts .

303. Advanced German Conversation. (1-3) tJ.
Optional course for students of 301-302 providing additional
practice in speaking and listening. Students not concurrently
enrollt::d in 301-302 must obtain the permission of the
instructor. Offered on CR/NC basis only.
304. Theater Workshop. (3) I:!,,
Production of a dramatic work, emphasizing the performative and creative
dimension of German language, culture, and history.
305. Introduction to German History. (3)
Study of various periods of German h1story.
307. Introduction to German Literature. (3)
Study of literary texts of varying length from a variety of genres and periods.
308. lntroducfion to German Culture. (3)
Introduction to cultural and intercultural aspects of life in German-speaking
countries. Readings include historical as well as contemporary material.
336. Special Topics in German Studies in Translation. (3) A
Content will vary, to include topical investigations of German literature. thought,
and film . Credit may be applied tvvice towards the major, and once towards the
minor. (Also offered as ENGL 336 and COMPL 336 .)
366 . German Readin§ fuf..GFaetiat~

401. Contemporary German Cultures. (3)
Study of contemporary social, political, and cultural trends in German-speaking
countries based on a variety of current sources.
405. Advanced German Composition. (3)
Intensive prac ice of writing skills in a variety of genres.

446. Translation. (3)
Study of theories and methods of translating , and prac ical work in translation
from German into English and English into German.

450/550. Special Topios in German Studies
450. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) I:!.
Topics will deal wi h specific aspects of German literature, culture, and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes.

'"'6 47
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~oethe
4 52/552. N ineteeRtl=i Ge-ntuf¥-G9m::iaR-Uterature
453/553 . TwentietR CeAtury GernaA-biierature
4801580 . Senior Colloquium in German
480. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (3) 6
Advanced study of periods and genres in German literature and thought from
1700 to the present. Repetition unlimited if content changes .
497. Undergraduate Problems. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

498. Reading and Research for Honors. (1-3 to a maximum of 6)
Open to juniors and seniors approved by the department.

499. Honors Essay. (3)
Open to seniors enrolled for departmental honors.

Graduate Program
508. German Reading for Graduate Students. (3)
Accelerated course intended to satisfy graduate reading requirements in other
departments. Emphasizes readings in sciences and humanities. Will not satisfy
A&S language requiremen. Undergraduates mus have permission of instructor.
549. 18th-Cenwry German Literature and Culture. (3) ll
Topics in German literature and culture from the Enlightenment to Early
Romanticism and Weimar Classicism.
550/450. Spesia~ +op+es in German Studies
.

550. Special Topics in German Studies. (3) ~
Topics will deal with specific aspects of German literature, culture, and language.
Repetition unlimited if content changes.
551. Graduate Problems. (1-3 to a maximum of 6) ll
Prerequisite: permission of instructor.
552/4 52. NiAetcenth Century German Literature

552. 19th-Century German Literature and Culture. (3) ll

.
Topics in German literature and culture from Romanticism to the Fln-de-S1ecle.
553. 20th-CerJtury German Literature and Culture. (3) ll

5
Topics in German literature and culture from the Fin-de-Siecle
to contemporary developments.
554. The Age of Goethe

555. German Critical Thought. {3) a
As1~ects of German philosophical, critical, aesthetic, and social thought from the
18 to the 21 st century.
556. German Worn.en Writers. (3) /J.
Study of theories of gender and women writers from 1800 to the present.

580/480. Senior Colloquium in German
599. Master's Thesis. (1-6)
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.

Courses Offered at the German Summer School Only
German Summer School Office
Ortega Hall 347A, 277-7367, schule@unm.edu

The German Summer School is a total-immersion 41 / 2-week program allowing
students to gain near-native fluency or to advance an entire level. The curriculum
includes undergraduate and graduate courses, as well as supplementary
pedagogy workshops (not a full M.A. in teaching) for teachers of German.
· Language proficiency certification administered by the Goethe-lnstitut is also
available. Summer School courses coun toward the undergraduate German
major and the M.A. in German Studies. For the undergraduate major, at least 12
hours of the required coursework must be completed on the University of New
Mexico main campus. For more information contact the Summer School office or
visit the FLL website.

I

370 . .Intermediate Language Instruction. {j-4) A

Review of grammar topics, conversation, and composition. Prepares students for
the Zertifikat Deutsch exam administered by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be
repeated three times .

. .481 /581. Lecture Series in German Studies. (1-4)
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching heme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated hree times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

385. Seminar in German Studies. (1-2) t:,.

6
Introductory undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature,
culture and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of
individual sections will vary as content varies.

390. Workshops in German Studies. (1 to a maximum of 4)
Introductory workshops on various topics relating to contemporary German
culture. Emphasis on applied language skills. Multiple sections may be offered in
a given year. T itles of individual sections will vary as content varies.

I

410. Advanced Language Instruction. ,tZ-4) 6.
Review of more complex gramma.r topics, advanced conversation, and
composition. Prepares students for the Zentrale MittelstufenprOfung admin istered
by the Goethe-Institut. May be repeated tvvice for undergraduate credit, and once
for graduate cred lt.

J
*470. Advanced German Composition. (1'4) CJ.
Intensive practice of writing skills in a variety of genres. Prepares students for the
Zentra/e Oberstufenprotung administered by the Goethe-lnstitut. May be
repeated twice for undergraduate credit, and once for graduate credit.

481/380/581. Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by dfscussion sec ions. May be repeated hree times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

485. Advanced Seminar in German Studies. (1-4) ·
Advanced undergraduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture
and language. Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of
individual sections will vary as content varies.
581/380/481. Lectures and Discussions on German Studies. (1-4)
Team-taught interdisciplinary lecture series with an overarching theme, followed
by discussion sections. May be repeated three times for undergraduate credit.
May not be repeated for graduate credit.

585. Graduate Seminar in German Studies. (1-4)

t:.

Graduate seminar on specific topics in German literature, culture, and language.
Multiple sections may be offered in a given year. Titles of individual sections will
vary as content varies.
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Ling. 292

Intro. to LiJJg. Analysis
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Ling. 303

English Phonetics

Fall

Ling. 304/504 Phonological Analysis

Spring

Ling. 322/522

Spring

Grammatical Analysis

Ling. 331/531 Language in Society

Fall

Ling. 367/567 ··Psychology of Language

Spring

REQUIRED COURSES

OFFERlm

PRE-REQS

1. Phonology

Ling. 502

.GenP- ra ti ve

Theo~i e s ·o~ Pl o no ,')gy Spring

Ling. 304

·ORLing. 503 Usage -Bas~.4 Ph onolo gy

Fall

Ling. 304

Fall

Ling. 322/522

Semantic Analysis

Fall

none

Discourse Analysis

Spring

Ling. 322/522

4. Language Change
Ling. 546 Introduction to Language Change

Fall

Ling. 322/522

s.

Fall

Ling. 367/567

Spring

Ling. 331/531

2. Syntax
Ling. 523

Functional Syntax

3. Semantics and Discourse
Ling. 525
-ORLing. 529

Advanced psycholinguistics

6. Ad\-'ilnccd socio1ing uistics

7. Electives- 5 courses (or 2 + thesis)
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Ling. 292

Intro. to Ling. Analysis

Fall

Ling. 303

English Phonetics

Fall

/}.jv Ling. 304/504 Phonological Analysis
{) 5 Ling. 322/522 Grammatical Analysis

Spring

043 Ling. 331/531

Fall

/)

5

Lanbruage in Society

Ling. 367/567 Psychology of Language

Spring
Spring

REQ IRED COURSE
1. Phonology

Ling. 502
-ORLing. 503

{) 35

2. Syntax
Ling. 523 Functional Syntax

Fall

tJ.55

Ling. 322/522

3. Semantics and Discourse

'j 77

!t5
f)!J!J

Ling. 525 Semantic Analysis
-ORLing. 529 Discourse Analysis

none

Fall
Spring

o?5

Ling. 322/522

4. Language ChangeLing. 546 Introduction Jo Language Change

Fall

f;5

Ling. 322/522

5. Advanced psycholinguistics

Fall

~5

Ling. 367/567

6. Advanced sociolinguistics

Spring

7. Electives -- 5 courses (or 2 + the is)

!J

Ling. 331 /531
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Pn e I. To: Nnnc · Montoya <nmontoyn@unm.edu> nboul Re: [Fwd: Re: fonn C chon m MA
}"r-0m: ®~urnn.cdu
~+3;tt
To: Nancy ~n£~u ~"1llllontoyn@unm.edu>
Subjt!Cl: Re: [Fwd: Re: Fom, ~changing.MA)
Di,tc-Scnt: Tuesday, February 22. 2005 7; 18 AM -0700
":1'~,Y( ♦

N,mcy, ycs, basically she saying cmTent :-tudcnts "'~ll be ~g{ffig in undc..-r I.he new regulation. W1rnt thnl means to OGS is
any current student filing a PO~ i.~,Q.ic St nu 1er 2005 forward will b · ok.-1y. Hope Melissn realizes thal the new requirement won't
be avail ah le for students filing ~ij }1 this sc1m:,;;tcr criu:;c tl1e 1 ew ca nlog isn't publi:hoo yet.

Thanks for your help.

Wj

--On Mondny, Fehruary 2. l, 2005 :09 PM -0700 Nancy Montoya <ru 10n oya@unn .cdu> wrntc:
> Hi ).11nriano,
> Son)' il took. o long, hut hcre is Dr. Axe.lrod's response to your
> question about when the Form C for the MA beco1nes clfoctivc, ls what .fa:
> is saying e.ven possihk? Doe:-11·1 sound so to ml.)..
•>

Thanks.

> Nancy
>
> -·--•H• o,;ginal Message-------> Subject: Re: Fonn C changing MA
> Datc: Mon, 21 Feb 2005 l 6:01:29 ~0700
> from: Melissa C A'<clrod <axdrod@;nmn.edu>
> To: Nancy Mont.oya <mnontoya@umn.edu>
> CC: nxclrmlfc7Jumn.edu
> lkft-'t'CJ\ces.: <421 A0886.20007('£_})umn.cdu>
>

> Hi - The changes should go into et ect asap. It will stand
> as the requiteme.nts for incoming students. once i '5 in
> the catalog, and stt1<lents already in tl1c program will be
> ablt: to choose the ucw rcquircmcnls 01' d1e reqt iremcnts
> that were in effect wbt:u they entered the program.
> ls that ok.:1y?
> Melissa
>

> 011 Mon, 2 l Feb 2005 09: 12:54 -0700
> .Nm1cy Montoya <1m1ontoya@unm.edu> wrote:
'>> t-.'1om.ing tootsie.
>> Mariana called. She need.., to know wh1;n th changes Lo
>> the MA a.re to go i.11 to effect Whnt gr<lup of stud nts
>> will it impact (incoming, second ye..'ll'. etc.)? fn other
>> \Vords, how Ju l11e changes aftect our currcnl stu<lt:nt~·7

>> Later.
>> Nnucy
>> Nnncy C. Montoya
>> Department Admin.istrutor
>> Depru1mcut of Lingui:-tics
>> University of New Mexico

rmtcu for : mibane:z(?,lunm.cdu nn
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SF.F. ATTACHED (CHANGE JS HIGHLJGHTED)
Rcason(s) for Rcquc. t (attach additional sheets if necessary).

When we requested the sam grade change for the MA program several years ago, it should ha c al o
been requested for the Ph.D. program. lt was overlooked.
Library Impact Statement. :--:amc of librariar1 consulted and attnched si"ned impact statement. (1 f necessary)
CIRT Impact Statcmcm. Name of 1ndividual consulted and attached igned impact statement. (If necessary)
Blldgcrary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). 1.cmg-rangc planning statement.
L:ocs this change affect in a significant way_, any other departmt:nl.al programs/branch campuses? Yes
It yes, have you !'esoJved tbese issues with dep.trtment•branch involved? _ ____ (attach statemen)
Effect Date of Proposed Change: Spring 200-

o_ x
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co
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Rcqui red Si;oaturcs :

0_

Department Chairperson

Da c: .Z. 2..- \ _ _

Dean of Library Scrviccs(lfn«mary) _ _•_

Da c: ________ __

CIRT (lfu...:C.'-'"J)

College Curriculum Commi(l<X (If

C)

.,."·>,,,.....

.,.

K.

~
Collcgc or chool Dean/Director of l11~1'21cti n
College or School Faculty (lf n,,:«<->ry)

'

D<ile: _ _,_,__ __ _ _ _ __

Oat·:
Dale : ---1.+::..1.1-=--<-------

Date:

fS Oraduatc Committee (lf,;,;,licohl•
f,
_!.)ate:----- ~ - - -F ' Curricu la Committee _ _t4'._J4.1U}~~~~-,IL.=::--~WU OJ Dalt:: _ _.s,,,_-'
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.,~
: :;....---Assoc. Provost for Academic A
Date:-----'-'µ•// OSFaculty Senate
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~656
The Ph.D. Program
The Ph.D. program is highly selective. All formal requirements for admission to
the M .A. progran1 are necessary but not sufficient for admission to the Ph.D.
program. Ph.D. students must first obtain a master s degree at the University of
Nevv w1e ico or at another institution. Successful completion of the M.A. program
does not ensure admission to the Ph.D. program. Concentrations: crinlinology,
comparative sociology, gender studies, sociology of Latin i\n1e1ica political
sociology, race/ethnic relations, stratification and work and organizations.
General requirements for the Ph.D. are set forth jn earlier page of this catalog.
The Ph.D. degree requires 48 hours of cour e work and 18 hours of dissertation.
Students nust also pas · comprehensive examinations and write and successfully
defend a dissertation. Specific requirements for all students se king a Ph. . in
Sociology include: Sociology 500 Classical Social Theory· · ociology 513
Constn1cting and Analyzing Conten1 porary Sociological Theory (Contemporary
Social Theory l); Sociology 514 20th Century European Theory (Contemporary
Social Theory TT); Sociology 523 Proseminar (students should take tllis cour ea
early in their careers as possible); Sociology 580 Met11ods of ·ocial Re earch·
Sociology 58 l Advanced Social Statistics I· Sociology 582 Advanced Social
S tati sties II; and another 1nethods or stati tics cour e approved by the Graduate
Advisor; 18 units of Sociology 699 Dissertation; passing all required courses with
at least a grade of {B-}; Comprehensive Examinations (written and oral)· a Ph.D.
di sertation and passing the Final Examination for Doctorate. Prior to taking the
comprehensive examinations, a Committee of tudies n1ust be appointed w·hich
consists of at least three University of New Mexico faculty member approved for
graduate instruction. The chairperson 1nust be a regular faculty member approved
by the student's graduate unit. A doctoral student must apply for and be adn1itted
to doctoral candidacy after completing all course work and passing the comprehensive examination. The Dissertation Corrunittee wilJ consist of at least four
members approved for graduate instruction: two member mu t hold regular ful1ti1ne faculty appointn1ents at the Univer ity ofNew 1v1exico· one member must be
fro1n the student's graduate unit· the dis ertation chairperson must be a regular
(tenured or tenure-track), foll-time member of the University of New Mexico
faculty; a required external member must hold a regular full-time appointment
outside the students unit/department at the niversity ofNev.,r Me ico. Thi
member may be from the University of cw Mexico or from another accredited
institution; one member may be a non-faculty e pert in the · tudent major
research area. Doctoral candidates must be enrolled during the semest r in which
they con1plete degree requiren-1ents, including the ummer session.

a 1c ! . From: Jolu1 M Robe11s Jt <:inu·o~@unm.edu> on 2/28/2005 12: l S PM -07001
ft'rom:

John M Roberts Jr <j1nrob@uiun .edu>

To: mibanct{DJunm.e<lu
Subject: Re: From C
Dntc-Scrit: Monday, Fehrumy 2 , 2005 12: 15 PM -0700

Thanks for tl c advice on taking Lhc fonns to the College.
On thi " one. our .intent is to have it apply to both cun-cnl :m<l future students.. Let me give you a little bockg.ronnrl. F..x:1 free
share tJiis \viU1 others if Lhat makes sense.

Lo

The big pictur~ i~ that we have pretty rigomus statistics courses. - we need those to odequately prcp:irc those sludcnL'- who arc

going to do quantitative research (which turns out to be the majority

or our students).

Huw1.1ver sociology also attracts some sn.ident who .ire nol interested in quanlilativc 1ncthcxl'. They till need qunutitativc
training, because it's necessary to read the literature, but they don't plan to nctu~lly do thnt ]..ind of work lhcmi-:clvt..-s.

Ideally we would olTcr two track.-; of slati1;tics for tlu,::se t\VO types of students. but we arcn'f 1:irgc enough (in faculty or · tudeuts)
for thac So a while bnck we modified the requiremenl.., to allow a 8- in required courses. ·o I.hat "just ok" would still work lor lh ·
uon- , pecinlists in , tntisti 1-. (Of course U1e_y can't get B- grades across the board, given the OG. GP/\ requirements.) Not very
m:my actua!ly gd B- (most can iet D at least) but it does happen sometimes.
time. we intended that change to apply to MA Al\TD PhD sludcnL-,, bccause we have a mix of the t,vo types in our courses.
But we simply \\>TOie the original change poorly, ~~lb the result that it npplied to MA. wdcn~· only.

1\t Lhe

So for a number of years our practice has been that B- passes. nnd we've hccn handling
we wont to moke Uiat a part of the requirements rather than a case-b -~ e wn iver.

l

at with "waiver-~ for PhD snJ<lenL'i. But

Sony for the long expln11otion - if this didn't cxactly answer your l Hcstion, feel free to v.Tite bac
John

011 Mou, 28 Feb 2005 m.ibanez@umn.edu wrote:
> Joh11, I do have one form C for Sociology thnl I need your h · p with. be
> Fonn asl.;s that nil PhD i-Lutlenls be required to ean a minimum g.rnde o 'R· in
> U1e requited course·. The sub-conunittee ho: a <1ucslion aboul the cllt.-ctive
> dnte. Arc yousturting at point X. or have all c,m·eut s udents been ndvi,.cd
> of this requirement oud subsequently arc gratlCaleherc<l ill'! l n~ an nnswer
> ASAP so Tcan gd the Fonn 01 the . 'UC ngendn for Thursday (3/3}. Thanks.
> iVluria11u

>
> )..fariana Ibanez
> Grodunte Acodcnlic /\lfoirn . 'pccia isl
> lJnivcrnily ot'Ne1,,• Mexico
::.- Office of Graduate Studic~
> MSCOJ-2180
> (SOS) 270-2334
>

~)~u1tcd for: mib:me;:(a~nnm.edu on Mon. 2 Feb 2005 I-: :02:38 -07oq
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Reason(s) for Request {attach additional sheets if necessary).

To allow more fleJ:ibility for students to demonstrate an a ... ea of e;q,ert18e in
linguistics or in literature than is possible in the curre t distribution.

llbrary Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impacts atemen. (It nocossary)
CIRT Impact Statement.
amo of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. {If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ NoL_
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Hispanic/Southwcst•'Po1tuguese Linguistics].

l6] hours ofelectives or thesis
All Portuguese coursework counted toward M.A. credit requirements mu ·t be in courses
approved by the Department at the POR~00-level or above. All Spanish cour ·ework
counted toward NLA. credit requirements must be in courses approved by the Department
at the 500-lcvcl or above with the exception o~PAN 423 (Cervante. ' Quijote) and
~SPA.!~ 438 (Mexican Literature).
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Reason{s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

The College of Education has realigned 1any of its Profess ·onal Tencner Education
courses with the ref ix o-£ ci ther BDUC or CD1 E. Refer to thct Dean's memo April 6, 2004. 'The CI} TE descriptions arc revised to in icate this rcalignement.
library Impact Statoment. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (11 necessary)
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DUCATIO
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Education, Budgetary, and Long Range Planning
The alignment of teacher education under the EDUC prefix and description is
not a change in course requirements or in faculty assigrunents. It is an alignment
for identity of programs in elementary and secondary teacher education at the
undergraduate and graduate levels. The faculty in the College responsible for
elementary and secondary teacher education have moved into the department
organization of the Department of Teacher Education. Four faculty searches are
approved and underway for this Department and there are affiliated faculty from
teacher education subject matter disciplines in other department in the college.
The affiliated faculty assignments in terms of faculty work load will continue to
be recognized in the College for faculty productivity. In Secondary Education

progr<1ms the profe sional education major (26 hours) the courses in teacher
education will be ide tified by EDUC and shift from CIMTE the subject matter
courses remain in the current department. In Elementary Education the
professional teacher education major will shift from LLSS, MSET, and CIMTE.
Certain discipline courses wm remain in current department. . The College will
identify internally the student majors, student credit hours; and the faculty
teaching loads, to reflect the contribution of affiliated faculty and departments.
The continuity opportunity for interdisciplinary work will both continue and
hopefully can be strengthened by this organization.
Also, this organization will allow faculty in MSET and in LLSS to attend to
initiatives at the graduate level in American Indian Education (AIE), Educational
l hought and Sociocultural Studies (ETSCS), Mathematics, Science, and
Educational Technology (MSETI, and Reading/Language Arts programs to meet
developing needs in the state.
The study of faculty task forces and the comments from faculty input across the
College have supported the organization of a Department of Teacher Education
and the housing of Elementary and Secondary Education in this department for
clarity of academic responsibilities and identification for tudents of their degree
major, and teaching fields.

663

ovember 17, 2004

Support for the Department of Teacher Education
and the EDUC Courses and Description
The! Department Chairs of Educational Specialties (ES) J...anouaoe. Literacy and ociocultural
Srudies (LLSS) and Ieacher Education (fED) endorse'the F~rnZ C EDUC.reques with the
following points of agreement:

•

'The contributions of faculty workload and generation of student credit hour · for
EDUC courses in the (TED) will be recognized and credited in their re pective home
departments.

•

Affiliat~d faculty voice will be consulted and considered in long-range plannino and
scheduling of courses in the TED.

•

There wil1 be adequate planning and a specified timeline e ·rabli ·hed amon o the three
departments regarding short-term and Jono-terrn deci. ions in the TED.
\Vhile the Elementary and Secondary program are in the TED, the Education
(ED C) courses are often interdisciplinary and·are integrated between all three
departments with respect to faculty curricular dedsions.

•

Affiliated Faculty in the TED are faculty whose home Department i • n t the TED .
The Affiliated FacuJty arc members of the Elementary and Secondary Education
programs who teach EDUC course participate as Faculty Advisor , and/or
contribute in other ways to TED. Affiliated Faculty contribute to curricular
decisions within these respective programs and. erve on TED admissions, search
committees, and graduate student committees.

•

The three! Department Chair will draft a policy document to fully addre · · the i ' ue
of Affiliated Faculty members' pa1ticipation in the TED. Thi · d cument ill be
reviewed by all faculty in the three departments.

Rebecca Blum-Martinez, De •
cnt Chair
Language, Llteracy, SocioculturaJ Studies
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Ruth Luckasson, Department Chair
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.Teacher Education
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Apri· 6, 20u4

TO:

Co lcge o ·· Educa ion Facu y

RE:

Organizational Structure Fer Departmen· of Teacher Education

Th.is memorandu.."TI ·s lo inform you on the ext steps in the in p er..1.enta ·on of th.c
Department o "Teacher Education. I have accep ed a combination of the plans present d
to me by te Team a~·Facu1ty who_wor.:ced o generating 'dcas penaining to the
organizational sen cture of the Department o eacher Ed ca ion.

The Elementa.ry and Secondary undergraduate and graduate degree programs will movt;
into the Department of Teacher rducation. It is ·mf)ortant co understand that d~gree
programs must be housed in the department where stu ents are seeking to pursue a
degree. Li censure programs ·or only elementary and secondary wi I move into the
De~~-'t:1 ent ofTeacher Fdnc.:.i.;v-[1. -~I.~ v:l.l.,.f ii~c.u:-,:.1!'~ ~,r::.\9 ·a,.-.~, ·::::: ;-er(,~ii.·;~-~1icir
existing academic ctepartments (Early Childhood, Physic Education, Specia ducation,

a

and Art Education) .
..... isted below are some of the courses tha

w·u be moved to this deparcmenc th.a

p escntly

reside in LLSS and MSET. The acronym E UC that already exists in the College will
reflect the courses in the depaJtme t.
Elementary Educati~n Major Undergraduate
3 hrs EDliC 32 lL [LLSS Teaching Soc·a1 Studies in he Elementary School
3 hrs EDUC 330L (LLSSJ Reading Methods I
3 hrs EDUC 331 L [LLSSJ Teachi..,g Reading in the Elementary Schoof II
3 hrs EDUC 3331 [LLSS] Oral and \Vrirten Lang· age
3 hrs EDUC 353L [MSET] Teach.i~g sc·ence ·n the E emcntary School
3 hrs EDUC 36
(MSET] Teaching Mathematics in the E ernentary School
9 hrs EDUC 400 (CIMTE] Student Teacning

EDUC prefix 27 hours out of a tota. 36 hours :n~ ·or
Nine addi:ional hours will cor:1plece he major; and ·hey retain their descriptive prefec
'

3 hrs LLSS 315 Educatior. inguist·cal y Diverse Studen s
.3 hrs SpED 493 Special Nc.;ds Students · 1 the Reg lar Classroom

. ...

67
3 hrs EdPsy 310 Lca11ti:1g i11 the Classroom
Total for Major 36 hours

Tne additional hot!l'S of the 2 hour degree will stay i:1 tL

scr: ti c cisci. 1.,c:

Teaching and Learn in~ Cour 'cs [part of degree but not part of major!

3h.rs EdPsy 303 Burr.an Growth & evelopmcnt/PsJ c:1 220
3 bi:.s 1·!SET 365 .M:.crocompu.tci;s. i..njheSc.ho.o!~
3 hrs LLSS 443 Cb. dre 's Lite-d.rurc
Total 9 hours
Secondary Education
All Maiors

ndergraduate

3 hrs EDUC 362
9 hrs EDUC 462
3 hrs EDUC 464
3 hrs EDUC *438
3 llrs :EDUC 493

[CIMTE] P e-S de t eaching
[Cllv.f E] Student Teaching
[CI:MTE] Student Teaching Scmin:i:
[ LSSJ Teaching Rea i & Wri ing int .e Conte
[~LSSflvfSET] · Js:1les fo. ec.andary E u., tio

.... otal EDUC Prefix 21 hours out of 7 ho
2-Jhrs SPED 493 Working with Spcc·.u

Fidds

maJor

eeds Pop at"on

'-;:'otal EDUC plus SPEC ED 2- hours out of27 our major

fajor
1. Communication

rts (To complete major)

J hrs LLSS 436 Teaching of English
2.

panish/English Bilingual (to complete major)

3 hrs LLSS 480 Second Langc:ig';; Pccagogy
3. Earth Science (to complete major

3 hrs. SET 431 Teacb .go ~ cic ce
· 4.

Life cicncc (to complete maior)

fl6 6 8
4. 1\ifathem:-itics (to complete major)

3 hrs MSET 429 Teaching of Matbemati "S
5. Modern & Classical I anguage (to complete major)
J hrs LLSS 480 Second Language Pediigogy

6. Phvsical cicoce with Chcmi ·try Or Phvsical Science with Pbvsic.s (to
complete major)
3 hrs MSET 43

Teaching of Seier ces

7. Social Studies (to complete major)
.

.

3 hours LLSS 432 Teaching Socia Studies

8. TESOL {to c()mplete major)
3 hours LLSS 482 Teachu1g ...,nglish as a Second La.11guage (Pre equ:s=te LLSS 493

First and SeGond L~ng11age Devefopmen) ... :..
For all Underi;raduatc .l\.'!ajor:s in Teaching an·d Learning

6 hours in Ed Psy 303 a."'1.d 310
3 hours in MSE 365 Computers iil Schools
Procedures for Plan nine

Tht; E.ementary and Secondary facul yin the Deparunen in consulta ·on . . . ich tbe chair
determines ·.vhat courses need to be offered. In ma..1.y cases hese major courses vvi
requi.re faculty from othe Deparnnents. TI e Department Chair, no the foe ty wil make
these arrangements with the Chair of the appropriate departments. This wi 1be
established a semester prior co th~ prcpara ·o 1 of the schedu e so that aU dt:partrne-:its
involved i:1 the o:ferir1g of coursework can p an appropriately.

Other Dcoartmcnt Responsibilities/Activities
he Field E:r:perier.ces office will be housed in the Department o Teacher Education antl
the Director of Field Expe ·e .ces wil report directly to the Dcpar+-.me.:1t Chair.
The Post-Baccalaureate program and Branch Campus degree o~e.:-ings in Elemen ary
Ec.ucation a..--id Secondary Education v.-i l be housed in the Departme11 of Teach Education. The faculty i.., the Department o ..... ec.che E'. 1cation
alo:1g wiLl-i Bran-h
.

J
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:-e air. lh
J.
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Ad tt1on 1 re uired course:: in spcci.:;.· e ucati n, ·
?

1d le ming wi 1 continue to

c

rruage i ·r · , human deve op c:-1 ,
aken in PC EDt LLSS, and E P Y.

Masters v ith T,icens lre

All other courses required for rcensure ancl yf tc~'s v.'ill continu · their curr ...nt
subject mat~cr prefix and Deparoncn hone of: LLSS, MSET, Eel PSY SPC ED, or
C
. Any CWTE pr
cours~ · 1conti UC with t!:ie current rcfix ut ri be
E
are eirher core
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and ~ Co-Chair from the faculty membership. This Council will not be housed. in the
Departn:en• of Teacher Edt:catio:-i. twill function as a separate en•=ty wi•hln the College
of Educatio1 •.
In closure, it is critical to understand that there wil be ·mportan U..'"ld committed work to
do as fae department begi:1 ·o o. erc.te. As I have ruticu ated before, ·t ·s important that
this departm nt ·s s~rpported y faculty from across he College. have tried .to
incorporate many of the s gg~tions made by the faculty <lunng the pas s"vera· weeks ·:1
the del'bcratio s and pla.-mi.ng. 'e discussions have been very rich and I appreciate ail
cf~the in?~~ ~:ovidcc! ~o guid.'.2 fuis. ·osk aJ.ont-* ;-1;. is r,1y·.il)tc~ntio!1 tt>~"'oj.:;gi:a so.rt..1e ot tlie ·· ··
operational -unctio 1s of this departmen in April, inc u ri g ic:entifying core faculty to be
moved i1£to the departrnen and sclec ing a cw department chair. It is critica that W1;;
begin a ourse of action, therefore within the nex three weeks~ we wf schedule a oneday retreat witl the new departn en faculty and the Chair to discuss the rn.anagemen and
ope:adons of•hc new depart.mere. We will co tinue ¥/t plan.'11i g hrough the sunune:monrhs. The ul imace goal :vi 1 be to have a full ope~at~onal academic department
beginning the fa! I st.-.nester in A 1gust.
Tll2nk you for the support and the patience during frtis process. Adelante.
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Proposed Catalog Changes for the BS Degree
in Elementary Education
:f!lie 315 (requested changes)

Pai:e 315 (as published)

Professional Education

36

Professional Education

36

[LLSS 321LJ
lLLSS 330L]
[LLSS 33 lL]
ILLSS 333L]
[MSET 353Ll
[MSET 361LJ
CIMfE400
SPCED493
LLSS 315
EDPSY 310

3
3
3
3
3
3
9
3
3
3

-EDUC 32 L
EDUC330L
EDUC331L'
EDUC333L
EDUC353L
EDUC 361L
CfMfE400
SPCED493

3

LLSS 315
EDPSY310

3

3
3

3

3
9
3
3
3

LLSS and MSET Prefixes to Change to EDUC (Form As)
for the BS in Elementary Education
Exi~1ing

. Course &

Course Title

PrefL~

LLSS COURSES
LLSS 32 lL
Ll.SS 330L
LLSS 33 lL
LLSS 333L

Teaching of Social Studies in the Elementary School
Tcachin~ of Re.a.ding
Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School
Teaching of OraJ and Written Language in the Elementary School

· MSET COURSES
MSET 353L
MSET 361L

Tc.aching of Science in the Elementary School
Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary School

Current Change to
2003-05 Course &
Catalog Prefix
331
331
331
331

EDUC 321L
EDUC 330L
EDUC 331L
EDUC 333L
'

336

336

EDUC 3531.,
EDUC 361L

(1675
Education, Budgetary, and Long Range Planning
The alignment of teacher education under the EDUC prefix and description is
not a change in course requirements or in faculty assignments. It is an alignment
for identity of programs in elementary and secondary teacher education at the
undergntduate and graduate levels. The faculty in the College re ponsible for
elementary and secondary teacher e-ducation have moved into the department
organization of the Department of Teacher Education. Four faculty searches are
approved and undenvay for this Department and there are affiliated faculty from
teacher education ubject matter disciplines in other departments in the college.

The affiliated faculty assignments in terms of faculty work load will continue to
be recognized ·n the College for faculty productivity. In Secondary Education
program che professional education major (26 hours), the courses in teacher
education wilJ be identified by EDUC and shift from CIMTE the subject tnatter
courses remain in the current department. In Elementary Education the
professional teacher education major will shift from LLSS, MSET and CIMTE.
Certain discipline courses will remain in current departments. The College will
identify inten1ally the student majors, student credit hours, and the faculty
teaching loads to reflect the contribution of affiliated faculty and departments.
The continuity opportunity for interdisciplinary work will both continue and
hopefully can be strengthened by thi organization.
Also, this organization will allow faculty in MSET and in LLSS to attend to
initiatives at the graduate level in American Indian Education (AIE), Educational
Thought and Sociocultural Studies (ETSCS), Mathematics, Science, and
&lucational Technology (MSET), and Reading/Language Arts programs to meet
developing needs in the state.
The study of faculty task forces and the comments from faculty input across the
College have supported the organization of a Department of Teacher Education
and the housing of Elementary and Secondary Education in this depart.Inen for
clarity of acadetnic responsibilities and identification for students of their degree,
major, and teaching fields.

r67
November 17, 2004

Support for the Department of Teacher Education
and the EDUC Cour es and Description
The pepartment Chairs of Educational Specialtie ' (ES). Language. Literacy and ociocultural
Studies (LLSS), and Teacher Education (TED) endorse the Form C EDUC request with the
following points of agreement:

•

'rhc contributions of faculty workload and generation of student credit hour f r
EDUC courses in the {TED)
departmems.

wm be recognized and credited in their re pectivc home

•

A ffiJiated faculty voice will be consulted and considered in long-range plannin and
s.cheduling of courses in the TED.

•

There will be adequate planning and a specified timelin~ establi h d amon° the three
depamncnts regarding short-tenn and long-term decisions in the TED.

•

While the Elementary and Secondary program. are in the TED, the Education
(EDUC) courses are often interdisciplinary and arc integrated between all three
departments with respect to faculty curricular decisions.

•

Affiliated Facult)' in the TED arc faculty whose home Department i. not tlle TED .
The ;.\ffiliatcd Faculty arc members of the Elementary and Secondary Education
programs who teach EDUC courses, participate as Faculty Advisors. and/or
contribute in other ways to T
. Affiliated Faculty contribute to curricular
decisions within these respective programs and serve on TED admission ·, search
committees, and graduate srudcm committees.

•

The three Department Cl1airs will draft a policy document to fully address the issues
of Affiliated FacuJty members' participation in the TED. Thi. document will be
reviewed by all faculty in the three departments.

1,J rrf-;; 't
Rebecca Blum-Martinez. De
ment Chair
Language, Llterncy, Sociocultural Studies

~td {cH'c--<',,,£.r4~c.Ruth Luckasson, Department Chair
Ee ucational e ·ialties
. "'--.ce:·

·'--

'

. \ · ,.

1

,-•.)'J,..,":;> ~

nne Madsen, Department Chair
Teacher Education

CC: Viola. Florez. Dean, College of Education

Date
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Coll~ge of Education

Dcp:tnmcnt of Teacher Education
MSCOS 31J40
I l.':ii~·ersi ty o f :-;!cw r-.•1exico
Albuquerque. K);t 87131--0001
Tcl~phop~ {SO:-} 277,4533

October 25, 2004
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TO:
Curriculum Committee
~
FROM: Anne Madsen, Chair, Department of Teacher Education M,,-.Yv-RE:
BS: Elementary Education Program
Fonn C Responses

''Budgetary and Faculty Load implications. Long-range planning statement.
There will be no impact on the budget or faculty loads. Form As have been
submitted to change the prefixes of some courses previously identified as LLSS,
MSET and CIMTE to the EDUC prefix. The Teacher Education faculty or
Affiliated faculty will teach the courses detennine the content of the courses and
develop the . yllabi for the courses. The purpose of changing the prefix of ~ome
LLSS, MSET and CIMTE course to the EDUC prefix is to align the course with
teacher education programs in elementary and secondary education.

"Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/
branch campuses?"
The same faculty wilJ teach the cour es, determine the content of the course , and
develop the same syllabi for these courses. The purpose of changing the prefix of
some LLSS, MSET and CIMTE courses to the EDUC prefix is to align the courses
with the teacher education programs. The branch campus centers of extended
university have the same requirements and programs as does the main campus.
In addition 1 the memo of April 6 2004 (attached) indicate " the EDUC prefix
provides the opportunity for interdisciplinary/interdepartmental courses offered to
Elementary and Secondary undergraduate, graduate students. and licensure only
students.

,·
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10:

Col ege of Ec:ucation Faculty

RE:

Organization" Strncture or Department o.;-Teacher Educa ·on

This memorandu 1 is to in rorm you 01 t1 e next steps ·n he imp ementa ion of the
Depanment of Te.ache; Education. I ·iave accepted a con bination of the p1ru1s presented
to me by the ~am of Faculty w'io_,.vo-ked on get crating ide~ pertairung to the
org2.nizational stnJ.c 1m:: of the Department of Teacher Eaucation.
The Elementary and Secondary undergraduate and graduate degree programs will move
into the Department of Teacher Education. It is important to understand that degree
programs must be housed in the department wheres dents are seeking to pursu ... a
degree. Licensu.,..e programs for on y elementary and secondary wil move into the .
. rt,men
- "' t f•'7"
.'i •
••
~--:'!- -,
.t
... •
..,
• ~,. • . • •,1=~~ ~--r.:_ :.... ·_...,_ -= -·
l) ~'!~
O 1 eac h er . 1""'
.r.~UC4~1vlt. '! .!!~ vw..LI,,{ 1l 1_;cw,.,_!:~ p....... .$, <Uh~ •••••• eri..1,uu LI.& 1.J.i.,;11
existing academic aepartments (Eary Childhood, Physical Edi.:cation, Sp c·a1 Education,
and .A.rt Education).
Listed below are some of the courses that will be moved o this department that presently
reside in LLSS at d MSET. The acronyn1 EDUC tha already exists in the Col ege will
reflect the courses in the department.

Elemcntarv Education Major

ndergraduat·e

3 hrs EDUC 321L [LLSS] Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School
3 hrs EDUC 330L [LLSS] Read' 1g Metho ·s I
3 hrs EDUC 33 lL [LLSS] Teaching Reading in the E emcntary School Il
3 hrs EDUC 333L [LLSS] Oral and Wri en Language
3 hrs EDUC 353L [MSET] Tea.chi~g Scic ice in the Elernen ary School
3 hrs EDUC 361 L (MSET Teaching Mathematics in the dementary Schoo1
9 hrs EDUC 400 (CIMTE] Student Teaching

EDUC prefix 27 hours out of a total 36 ho rs rnajo
l\"ine addi ·onal hours ·~·iU con1p etc the major; a d they retain thvir descriptive prefix
3 hrs LLSS 315 Education Linguistically D ·verse S dents
.3 hrs SpED 493 Special Needs Students in he Regu ar C assroom

1

. ,.
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3 hrs EdPsy 310 Learning mthe Classroo1 1
T oral for Major 36 hou..'-S

The additional hours of the 128 hour degree wil s ay ~n the descriptive discipli e
Teaching nnd Learnin~ Courses [Qart of degree but not part of major]

3hrs EdPsy 303 Human Gr0\vd1 & Development/Psych 220

3 brs MS.BT 365 .);f.i.crocompme.,s.in.,f2e..Sc.hooL . ..

, . ....-

3 hrs LLSS 443 Child-en's Literature
Total 9 hou s

Secondarv Education
All ~faior~ Uodereraduate

••"

•

I -

J hrs EDUC 362
9 hrs EDCC 462
3 hrs EDUC .464
J hrs EDUC *438
J 11.:.~ 5n~..rC 493

[C1'vfTE"' Pre-Student Teacl ·ng
[C:CVfTE Student Teach·ng
[CJMTE Sn dent Teach·ng Seminar
[LLSSJ Teaching Reading & \Vriting in the Conten Fiel s
[LI~SSJMSETJds.s11es -iu-Scc0ndary Edu.eation·. :c.;,:::·;'_~1;.1: ..: ... ·.. ... ~-

Total EDUC Prcfi..-x 2 hours out of 27 hour major

2R3hrs SPED 493 Working wi h Special Needs Populations
Total EDUC plus SPEC E

24 hours out of27 hour major

Additional Hours to Complete the ubjcct lV(att<!r Content Teaching Major
1. Communication Arts (To complete major)

3 hrs LLSS 436 Teaching of English
2. Spanish/EneJish Bilingual (to complete major)

. 3 hrs LLSS 480 Second Langu2ge Pedagogy
3. Earth Science (to complete major)
3 hrs MSET 431 Teaching of Science
4.

Life cicnce (to complete major)

2
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·.-..... ·
Teaching of Sciences

3 hrs M ET 43

4. "Wathematics (to comglete major)

3 hrs M:-.ET 429 Teaching ofMa.hemat:cs
5. l\.'fodern & Classical Language (to complete maior)
3 hrs LLSS ~SO _Second Language Pe ·agogy

6. Phvsical Science with Chemistry Or Phvsical Science with Pbvsics (to
complete major-)

3 hrs MSET 43 1 Teaching of Sciences
7. Social Studies (to complete maior)
.

.

,

.

3 hours LLSS 432 Te.aching Social Studies
8. TESOL (to complete major)

J • ours LLSS 432 Teaching Englis 1 as a Seco1 d Language (Prerequisite LLSS 493
First and S~Gond La, guage Deve .()!)me 1t) ... . ..
Fo:r an Undergraduate Majors in Teachinf an·d Learning

6 hours in Ed Psy 303 and 310
3 hours in MSET 365 Computers in Schoo s

Procedures for Planning
The E eme 1tary and Secondary faculty in the Departn en in consultation with •he chair
determines what courses need o be offere . In many cases tbese major courses will
require faculty from other Departmen s. Tbe epartment Chair, no the aculty will make
these arrangements with the Chair of he appro_ riate departments. This v.,111 be
estabVished a semester prior to the preparatio 1 of the schedule so that all departments
involved in the offeriog of cou-sework can pan appropriately.
Other Departmen cResponsibiJities/Activities
The Field Experiences off ce wil be housed in he Department of Teacher Education and
the Director of Field Experiences will report diree·ly to t1 e Dcpartmen Cha· .

TI1e Post~Baccaiaureate program and Branch Campus dcgrt;e offerings fo Elemcn 2rY
& 1catio11 and Secondary EducGtion wi.r be housed ·n the Department of eacher
Education. The faculty in "he Department of'"'eacher Ed cation along w·th Branch
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Pronosed Catalog Changes for the Professional Education Sequence
in Secondary Education
tage 360 (as 1mbli~hed}

Page 360 (as chan~d)

Professional Education Sequence

Professional Education Sequence
(3S hours)

(35 hours)

Description Paragraph

I

Professional Courses (14'a1l only)
Spc Ed 493 T/Working w/Special Needs
Populations
fLLSS *4381 Teaching Rea.ding and Writing
in the Content Field
lCIMTE 3621 Teaching Experience I
fCIMTE 4931 lssucs in Secondary Education

De. cription Paragraph (no change)

I

Profes.sionaJ Coor~ (Falt only)
Spc Ed 493
T/Working w/ peciul ccd!
Populations

2 hours

3

hours
3 hours

EDUC 362

3 hourS

EDUC 493

in the 'ontcnt .-icld
Teaching pcricoce 1
Issues in Secondar)· Education

One of the following teaching field methods courses: 3 hours

One of the follm ing tea hing field method · cour · · ·:

MSET *429 Teaching of Secondary

MSET *429 Teaching of Secondary

MSET431
LLSS 432
LLSS 436
LLSS *480
LLSS *482

Mathematics
Teaching od the Sciences
Teaching of Social Studies
Teaching of Hnglish
Second Language Pedagogy
Teaching English a-. a Second
Language

Student Ttaching Courses (Spring Only)

fCTMTE 462J Student Teaching
LCIMTE 464] Seminar in Student Teaching

2 hours

EDUC *438 Teaching Reading and Writing

3 hours
3 hours

MSET 431

3 hours

LLS 432
LLSS 436

3 hours
3 hours

LLSS *480
LLSS *482

3 hours
9 hours
3 hours

Mathematics
Teaching od the • cienccs
'I caching of ocial tudies
Teaching of Engli ·h

Second l ..anguagc Pedagogy
Teaching English as a econd
L.rnguagc

Student Teaching Courses (Spring Onl )
EDUC 462
Student Teaching
EDUC 464 Seminar in Student Teaching

3 hours

3 hours
3 hours

3 hours
3 hours
h urs

3 hours
3 hours
3 hou ·
3 hours

9 hours
3 hou

068G
Education~ Budgetary, and Long Range Planning
The aJignment of teacher education under the EDUC prefix and description i
not a change in course requirements or in faculty assignments. ti an alignment
for identity of programs in elementary and secondary teacher education at the
undergraduate and graduate levels. The faculty in the Col1ege responsible for
elementary and secondary teacher education have moved into the department
organization of the Department of Teacher Education. Four faculty earches are
approved and underway for this Department and there are affiliated faculty from
teacher education subject matter disciplines in other departments in the college.
The affiliated faculty assignments in terms of faculty work load will continue to
be recognized in the College for faculty productivity. [n econdary Education
prognuns the professional education major (26 hours) the courses in teacher
education will be identified by EDUC and shift from CIMTE the subject matter
courses remain in the current department. In Elementary · ducation the
professional teacher education major will shift from LLSS, MS T, and CIMTE.
Certain discipline courses will remain in current departments. The College will
identify internally the student majors, student credit hours, and the faculty
teaching loads, to reflect the contribution of affiliated faculty and d partments.
The continuity opportunity for interdisciplinary work will both continue and
hopefully can be strengthened by this organization.
Also this organization will al1ow faculty in MSET and in LLSS to attend to
initiatives at the graduate level in American Indian Education (AIE), Educational
Thought and Sociocultural Studies (EI SCS), Mathematics, Science, and
Educational Technology (MSED, and Reading/Language Arts program to meet
developing needs in the state.
The study of faculty task forces and the comments from faculty input aero the
Co1 lege have supported the organization of a Department of Teacher Education
and the housing of Elementary and Secondary Education in this department for
clarity of academic responsibilities and identification for students of their degree
major, and teaching fields.

November 17, 2004

Support for the Department of Teacher Education
and the EDUC Courses and Description
The Department Chairs of Educational Specialties (ES)~ Language, Literncy and Sociocultural
Studies (LLSS), and Teacher E-ducatioo (TED) endorse the Form C EDUC request with the
·
following points of agreement:

•

The contributions of faculty workload and generation of student credit hours for
EDUC courses in the (TED) will be recognized <md credited in their respective home
depa~ents.

•

Affiliated faculty voice will be consulted and considered in long-range planning and
scheduling of courses in the TED.

•

There will be adequate planning and a specified time1ine established among the three
depanments regru:ding sh01t-term and long-term decisions in the TED.

•

While the Elementary and Secondary programs arc in the T D the Education
(EDUC) courses are often joterdisciplinary and are integrated between all three
departments with respect to faculty curricular decisions.

•

Affiliated Faculty in the TED are faculty whose home Department is not the TED .
The Affiliated Faculty arc mcmbeis of the Elementary and Second(uy Education
programs who teach EDUC courses, participate as Faculty Advisors, and/or
contribute in other ways to TED. Affiliated Faculty contribute to curri.cular
decisions within these respective programs and serve on TE.D admi. sioos, search
committees, and graduate student committees.

•

The three Department Chair 1,·vi11 draft a policy document to fully address the i ·sue.,
of Affiliated Faculty me'm bcrs' participation in the TED. This document will be
reviewed by aJI faculty in the three departments.

1,J rr-f ~ 'f
Rebecca Blum-Martinez. De tlncnt Chair
Language, Literacy, Sociocultural Studies

~&Td :C"iu--&~~'-'
Ruth Luckasson, Department Chair
ucational
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Anne Madsen, Department Chair
Teacher Education

.
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CC: Viola Florez, Dean, College

or Education

Date
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LLSS, MSET , and CIMTE Prcfixe~ to Change to EDUC (Form As)
Current Change to

Existing
Course &

Course Title

Prefix
UNDERGRADUATE LLSS

LLSS 321L
LLSS 330L

LLSS 331L
LLSS 333L
LLSS *421
LLSS *433
LLSS *438

COURSES

Teaching of Social Studies in the Elementary School
Te-aching of Reading
Teaching of Reading in the E emtntary School
Teaching of Oral and Written Language in the Elementary School
The Social Studies Program in the Elementary School
Oral and Written Language Program in the Elementary School
Te-.iching Reading and Writing in the Content Field

GRADJJATE LLSS COURSES
LLSS 531
The Reading Program in the Elementary School
UNDKRGRADUATE MSET COURSES
MSET 353L Teaching of Science in the Elementary School

MSET 361L Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary School
MSET *453 1 he Science Program in the Elementary School
MSET *461 The Mathematics Pl"ogram in the Elementary School

UNDERGRADUATE CIMTE COURSES
CIMTE 362
CIMTE 400
~IMTE 462
CIMTE 464
CIMTE 493

Teaching Experience 1
Student Te-aching in the Elementary Scltool
Student Teaching
Seminar io Student T~chiag
l~ues in Secondary Education

2003-05
Cat.alog

331
331

Cour e&

Pr·efix

331

EDUC321L
EDUC330L
EDUC33JL
EDUC333L
EDUC *421
EDUC *433
.EDUC *438

333

EDUC531

336
336
336
336

EDUC 361L

331
331
331
331

EDUC 353L
EDUC *453
EDUC *461

305

EDUC 362

305

EDUC 400

305
305

305

EDUC462

EDUC 464
EDUC 493

0639
April 6. 2004

TO:

Col'ege ofE ucafon Facu ty

RE:

Organizational Structure For Departmen o

eacher Education

Tais men orandum is co ·n:orm yo on the next steps in the i.mplementa ·on of tbe
Department of Teacher Education. I have accepted a combination o he plans presente ·
to e by the T~:?.ffi of Faculty who_wo-ked on generating ideas perta1ning to t e
organiza ional structure o the Department of Teacher Educat"on.
The E eme:itary and Secondary ur dergradume and gradua e degree programs will move
~1to the Department o: T eacl er Education. tis important to understand that degree
programs must be ho sed b1 the department where studt:nts are see. · g to pursue a
degree. Licensurc programs for on y eleme ary and secondary will 1ove i to the _
l) e!"?... ••Hen t Ot"T
· ~.J
••
, .,
,.
..
,..
· • ·, • ,:1; w" ·~~·-- -:- ·.,. -:.
-. eacner
r ,i.;UC<.~lvll.
~!~ v,u.
.... t• •·11,,;l;;u,:,..,!!~·1:r-v&
1.411'0 ... ,•• ·"rua.u. u... 1u-.;u
-existing academic depanments (Early C · d' ood, Physical Education. Special Educatior-...,
and A.rt Education).
r-tT>-,

Listed below are some of the courses ilat will be moved to this department tbat prese:itly
reside in LLSS and MS T. The acronym EDUC Liriat alreacy exists ·n the College wil
reflect the courses in the departmen .
Elementarv Education Major

ndcrgraduatc

3 hrs EDUC 321L [LLSSJ Teaching Soc·a1 Studies in he Elemen ary School
3 hrs EDUC 330L [LLSS] Reading Methods.
3 hrs EDUC 33 lL [LLSS~ Teach'ng Reading in the Elementary School II
3 hrs EDUC 3331 [LLSS Oral an~ Written Lang· age
3 hrs EDUC 353L [~-1SET] Teaching sc·ence int e Ekmen ary School
3 hrs EDUC 36. [MSET] Teaching Mathe:natics in the Elementai---y School
9 hrs EDUC 400 (CllvfTE] Student Teaching
EDUC prefix 27 hours out c.f a oca 36 hours major
Nin.e adcit" onal hours will complete the major; and hey re ain their descrip•ive prefix

-

3 hrs LLSS 3 5 Education . . . ingu ·stic~l y Diverse tuden
3 hrs SpED 493 Special Needs Students in the Regular Classroom

1

. . ..

3 hrs Ed?~y 310 Learning in

e C'assroom

To cal for Major 36 hours
The additior2.al bours oflhe 128 ho ur degree wi l. stay ·r. foe dt-scripfrvc discipline
Teaching and Learning Courses[part of degree but not part of maiorj
3hrs EdPsy 303 Human Grow h-& Development/Psych 220

3 hrs MSE _ 365 Mir.r0C0!!!.?2te.i;s,in...he.Scli.oo... .

. . ,~-

3 hrs LLSS 443 Children's Literature

,..,oral 9 hours
Secondary Education
All Majors Undergraduate

·; f . . . . ... ...

J hrs EDUC 362
9 hrs EDC'C 462
3 hrs EDUC 464
3 hrs EDUC *438
J M.-,.EDUC 493

(Cii\.1TEJ Pre-Student Teaching
[Clli1TE] Student Teaching
[CIMTE] Student Teaching Seminar
(LLSS Teaching Reading & Writing in the Content Felds

[LL1S.. '1'.ISET]" fasues-i~•S~c.on<tuy. Edv.eation·. _..,.,~-:-~:--..:<~- ..- ~-

Total EDUC Prefix 21 hours out of 27 hour major

2-3.b.rs SPED 493 \Vorking with Special Needs Populations
Total EDUC plus SPEC ED 24 hours out of 27 hour major
Additional Hours to Complete the ul,ject :VIatter Content Teaching fajor
L

Communication Arts (To conipiete major)

J hrs LLSS 436 Teaching of Engl'sh

2. Spanish/English Bilingual (to complete major)

. 3 hrs LLSS :480 Seconu Language Pedagogy
3. Earth Science (to complete major)
3 hrs MSET 431 Tcacbi:ig o,.. Sc· ence
4 . . Life Science (to complete major)

2

.'

I

'1691

,'

3 hrs MSE 431 Teacr,Jr g of Sciences
4. Mathematics (to comp[ete major)

3 hrs MSET 429 ':"eachic.g of Mathema'"ics
5. Modern & Classical Laaguage
3 hrs L SS 480

s~o 1d

(to

comolete major)

anguage Pedagogy

6. Pb...,•sical Scieocc wlth Chemistry Or Ph;,'sical Science with Ph sic· (to
complete major)
3 brs lvlS.cT 431 Teaching of ciences

7. Social Studies (to complete major)
3 hours LLSS 432 Teaching Social S dies

8. TESOL (to complete major)
3 hours LLSS 482 Teaching English as a Second Language (Prercquisi e L SS 493

First and S~c;ond La,ci.guagc Devd9pmen·) .., :•.
For nII Undergraduate 1ajors in Teaching and. Learnini:
6 hmm; in Ed Psy 303 and 3 0
3 hours in MSET 365 Computers in Scho9 s
Procedures for Plannio~
The Elementary and Secondary facu ty in the Departmen in consultation witt-i the chair
determines wha courses need to be offered. n many cases tl ese major courses
require faculty from other Departments. The Departmen Chair not the fac lty will make
these arrangements with the Chair of the appropriate departments. This will be
estabf shed a semester prior to the preparation of the schedule so that 1 depa.rtrnent
involved in fae of:ering of coursework can plan appropria e y.

w·u

Other Department Responsibilities/Activities
The Field Experiences office will be housed in he Departm~n of Teacher Education and
the Director of Field Experiences will report directly to the Department Chair.

The Post-Baccafaureate program and Branch Ca,npus degree offerings in Elementary
Education and Secondary Education w: I be oused in the Dcpartmen of eacher
Educat'or.. The faculty in the Department of Teacher Ed~cation along with Branch

3
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1EMOR AND UM:
TO:

Kim Lemons

FROM:

Liza Nagel, Ph.D.t

DATE:

RE:

ovember 24, 2004

Changes in curricula

Attached is an accounting for the curricular changes, by undergraduate program, that
emerge as a consequence of the changes.in the Biology course offerings. A combined
Form C is being initiated by the College of Education for expe.dited. review.
Please contact m e should additional questions or concerns arise.

Cc: R. van Dongen

r699

The University of New Mexico

College of Education
Travelstead Hall

M E M O RA N D U M:

TO:

Department Chairs, B~anc~~puses

FROM:

Richard van Dongen, riate Dean

DATE:

November 24, 2004

RE:

Changes to curricula

1want to inform you that the Biology Department has redesigned a number of
lower division courses that have previously been an integral part of
undergraduate programs in the College of Education. Please note the attached
changes in your advisement materjaJs.
Please feeJ free to contact me should questions or concerns arise.
Cc: E. Barton
K. Lemons
L. Nagel

MAI LlNO

O !'ICE OF
(505) 277-2231

C OLl,.l;Glia OF EDUCATI ON

TELCPH ONE

COLLCGE Or EOVCATION

Aoo~ ss:

c DEAN MSC05 3040 i UN1vrns1TY OF New M x,co ALO oucRouc, NM 87131-0001
F~ (505) 277-8427
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10:-.{SHIP ,o:

Tii1>.VHsr

D HALL

ALBUOUERO UE,

NM 87131-0001

Due to the elimination of Biology 121 Land l 22L the following programs changes \~ill
occur:
1. Elementary Education (B.S.Ed.) (p. 25)
• Eliminate Biol 121 I and 122L as a required course option
2. Family Studies (B.S.)(General Family Studie · Concentration) (p. 28)
• Sub ·titutc Biol 121 L and 122L or 123/124L with Biol 110 and l 12L
3. family Studies (8.S.)(Human Services Concentration) (p. 29)
• Sub8titute Biol 121L and 122L or 123/124L with Biol 110 and 112L
4. Health Education (B.S.Ed.) (School Health Concentration) (p. 35)
• Eliminate Biol 121 I, a5 a required cour 'e, option
5. Health Education (B.S.Ed.) (Community Health Concentration) (p. j5)
• Eliminat Biol 121L as a required course option
6. Physical Education (B.S.Ed.) (Teacher Education Concentration) (p. 61)
• Eliminate Biol 121 L as a required course option
7. Secondary Education (B.S.Ed.)(Life Scienc Endorsement) (not indicated in
Galleys)
• Sub titute Biol l21L and 122L with Biol 201 and 202
8. Secondary Education (B.S.Ed.)(Earth Science Education) (not indicated in
Galleys)
• Substitute Biol 12 lL and 122L with Biol 201 and 202
9. Secondary Education (B.S.Ed.)(Physical Sciences) (not indicated in Galleys)
• Substitute Biol 12lL and 122L with Riol 201 and 202
l 0. Secondary EducatiOil (B., . Ed.) (General Education) (p. 72)
• Substitute Biol 121L, 122L 123/124L "vith Biol 201,202, and 203

